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"With Malice toward None, ykh Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
jrJiJTMPRf .J. CoÜOTliEvM"'n(X)'. Saturday, 71Jíbcemb!r"21. 19Í8T
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Volume XV.

Frank Luslc
Murdered
Frank Lusk, eldest son of : Attorney and Mrs.-- J.B. ; Lusk, of
Roy, was. Bot and instantly killed at his fcomeatead,' northwest
of Mills, Wednesday by.R. A. Hale
a neighbor, and heretofore a
friend of hit and his family. '
This is the news which shock,
ed Roy when Mr. Hale came to
, Mills and telephoned for officers
to come and get him and told
. what he had done.
R.A.Pendleton, vülage Marshall
imeadiatelycollected a few men
and drove thru the .deep snow
after him, Mr. Hale gave himself up without resistance and
was brought to Roy where he is
held in custody awaiting a pre'
liminary hearing.
.

:

--

He ' waived examination and
was taken to Las Vegas Thursday
by officer R. A. Pendleton. .,

.
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THOMAS HENRY NOBLE

Official Count

"

The state canvassing board
met the past week and officially
canvassed the vote cast in New '
.

Thomas Henry Nobfe was. born
in Maryland Nov. 11 1850 and de

Mexico on Tuesday November 5,'
by Counties, for United States
Senator congressmen and all state
officers. The result o( the canvass
shows that a grand total of 46,792
ballots were cast .compared with
67,000 Votes polled, ir. the 1918.
presidential election,' a falling
off in the state vote of 19.000,due
cheifly to soldiers called in to the
Military and Naval servics as a

parted this life at the horneóos
son, 11. E, Noble;' Roy New(Mex-ico,

Dec. 10, 1918.;

; ';":.; ;,

,

Mr. Nobfe; grew up in Maryland V while Ifting; there , he was
married to Mary Elizabeth Hold-é- n
Feb. 18,4874.' Tci thik happy
union were boM eigbt children
four of whom are yet living; His
wife,' one son and three daughters preceded, him; to the' world

.
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result of the war.
The Socialist party polled less
than 1,000 votes, t as against a
normal vote in previous years of

'

v
beyond.
Y
residand
moved
to
Kansas
He
ed first in Altoona and later in
"
Neodesha.
In 1909 he came to New Mexico and homestéaded near Roy.
Those remaining of his family
are - - Mrs. A. R. Cooley, Modes-ha- ,
Kansas. Mrs. C. E. Rething-toMqdesha Kans. Mrs. Chas.
Brady Richmond Ind. and Iffcnry
Edmond Noble of Roy New Mex'
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-le Work of the Red Cross must go on
Distress calls!

The

misery and sickness and destitution
throughout the world

make relief work
necessary, on a scale
never before dreamed

fi
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.Wheri distress calls,
the Greatest Mother
in the. World answers
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Now, the Red Cross
calls!

The annual Christmas
Roll Call of members
echoes throughout the
land this wtr
ame is
When yo-called. m are going y

window
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Congress-Hernande-

top- -

(D) 21,627;
Hernandez plurality 1,23.3.
For Governo- r- Larrazolo (R)
'.752; Garcia (D) 22,423; Larra- j.'s plurality 1,319.
r lieutenant goveno- r- Pan-k- e
AR) 24,631; Veeder (D) 21,

i "Here!"-!-- b
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THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED
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Dr. M. D. Gibbs received this
week, notice of the death of his

Municipal

t:

ankey's plurality 2,761.
secretary of stat- e- Marti-

nez (R) 23,844;'Duran (D)22,523
Martinez plurality 1,321.
'
For audito- r- Sargeant (R) 24,'
664; De Baca (D) 21,633r
Sar-gean-

t's

plurality 3.011.
For treasurer Strong (R) 24,
091; Medley (D) 22,319; Strong's
plurality 1,772.
For attorney genera- l- Askren

The Spanish American.
HENRY M. GIBBS

z(R)

:.'3,862; Richardson

r

i
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That the people of New Mexico
thought the present an inopportune time to vote $200,000 in
bonds for an addition to the state
capítol building was conclusively
shown by a majority vote against
the bond issue of 8,000. A number of the northern counties voted against the bond issue in addition to the southern counties.
The total vote polled by each
candidate on the Republican and
Democratic tickets, with the pluralities of the winning candidate
are as follows:
For U, S. senato- r- Fall (R)
24.32:- Walton (I)) 22,470; Fall's
,
.. .ty. 4,85'2.
or

1
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The body of Frank Lusk, was
brotsht to the home of his parico.
ents in Roy. The Funeral will
Mr. Noble was a member of
be held in Roy Friday, at 2 P. M.
the Holiness Church from his
The circumstances leading up youth, and friends and neighbors
to tne murdér are not clearly bear testimony that he was a
known. Mr. Hale had Mr. Lusk's consistent Christian all the years
homestead rented while Frank that they knew him - a man who
was in the army. Recently when prayed continually and whose
he knew be was to be discharged heart was full of love for every' '
he wrote home that he wanted one,
.
Hale
Mr.
back.
homestead
his
is reported to have been ugly and
unreasonable about this and Miss CLAUDE HERBERT HAND
Lena Lusk, sister to the murder'laude Herbert Hand who pass
ed man who .boarded at the ed away Dec. 5, 1919
after two
Hale's and taught the Mestonito weeks illness, was born near
School nearby, was obliged to
Taberville Mo. June 6, 1884.
find another boarding place be' fíe was reared to manhood in
cause of his abuse.
the vicinity of hi'i birth and then
Matters run along till Frank acconnaniéd by his brother Frank
returned from the army and went became a pioneer in Saskatcha-wan- ,
to see about his farm. It is supCanada- posed more trouble ensued. Frank
About eight years ago he came
came home Sunday to plan peac-abl- e to New Mexico and settled near
meanH of getting possession Roy where he homesteaded and
of his farm and stock when the specialized in stock raising. He
storm came on he returned to has been an assiduous worker,
take care of his cattle and ' feed and has during his residence here
them.. Mr. Hale says he went made many friends among neighout with his gun and told Frank bors and acquaintances.
he had ordered hi in to stay off It was but a few weeks ago
the place. Frank answered him that he was .called to Columbia
and he shot and missed him the Mo. to the deathbed of his sister
first time, the second bullet Mrs. Maud M. Reed.
struck him in the ' left temple
Those remaining of his immedpassing entirely through his head iate family are - - - His mother,
and killing'him instantly.
Charlotte Hand, Rockville, Mo,
If we had been 'called upqn to brother, Fred Hand Rockville Mo
name the most upright, honest brother Frank L. Hand Farming- indtistrous, and exemplary young dale Can. and Mrs. Mabel Hackett
man on this Mesa we should have floneybrook, Penn,
named Frank Lusk. In all the The funeral services were con- years we have
known him we ducted at the Christian Church
have never known or heard of a by O. W. Hearn, Dec. 11, after
single word or act that could be which the body accompanied by
censured, His splendid physique Mr. Reed and Miss Myers was
and manly bearing loans dignity shipped to Taberville Mo. for in
'
to the uniform of the U. S. Army: terment;
.
That he should hav been thus'
ruthlessly shot. dowV after the
Miss Nira Nutter came down
close of the war and a prospect
from Dawson Wednesday to
for a long and useful life snuffed spend the holidays witn
her par'
out is indeed a tragedy
ents at the old homestead. Their
K. A. Wale has been ahorne-- ;
schools are all closed in Dawson
steader on the mesa for several by quarantine. They now have
years and has been generally small-poas" well as Flu.
known as not a bad sort., Many
speak favomijle of him while
Frank Lusk, eldest son of Mr.
others claim he was sometimes
Mrs. J,Ii. Lusk of Roy, reand
ugly and quarrelsome, especially
last week from the offturned
when drinking. The relations of
Training
Camp at ' Camp
icers
the
with him have been
pleasant. How" he could have Travis Texas where he has been
committed such a crime, we can- for some months. He enlisted at
not understand. It is said he con- the beginning of the war, in ortemplated suicide after he com- - der to gat the first crack at the
mitted the deed but his nerve Hun but was assigned to hospital
failed him before he could end duty for a while, then shunted
down on the Mexico Border-Patro- l,
his life, ' '
and, gat into the. officers
As usual the burden of his
Training
and finally discharged
'crime falls heaviest on his family
a wife and four, children, inno- with his ambition to "Go Across"
cent sufferers ior whom there is unrealized. He has the satisfactino relief.
on of knowing that, like a wood
"
The sympathy of. the entire soldier, he obeyed orders if they
community is freely, extended to
not to his liking.
He will
the bereaved parents, sisters and were
go
to" his homestead
back
near
brothers of the noble young man
who was the victim of f his Mills as soon as possible, and is
glad to return to private life.
:
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Elmer Cole Dead

(R) 24,160; Mabry

(D)

22.275

Askren's plurality 1,885.
A message from the War DeFor superintendan- t- Wagner
partment received Thursday by (R) 24,669; Long (D) 21,723;
his parents announces the death Wagner's plurality 2,946.
of Elmer Cole, by accidental
For Land Commisoner
Field
jrunshot. Oct. 25th. This is the (R) 24,627;
Davisson (D) 21,848
first intimation his friends have Field's plurality 2,779,
had of hss fate and no further
For supreme justice- - Raynolds
particulars are known.
(R) .23,777; Ilanna (D)22.715:
Elmer was a graduate from the, Rayn5lds, pluraity 1M
Bin graae in me rcoy ochbujs iai
For corporation commisioner
spring. Heenlisted in the aviation Luna (Rj 23,591; Finegan (D)
Corps and had been in France 22,686; Luna's plurality
9S.
for several months.

Christmas Tree

brother, Henry M. Gibbs, at the

The Municipal
Christmas
planned and financed by the business men of Roy under direction
of Mayor Brown and the Red
Cross.Ladies will be at the Red
Cross'Rooms in Roy. The plan is
to have the "Treat" ready for
distribution and have each child
who can, call for his treat during
the afternoon preceeding Christmas Eve. Dec. 24th
This is for ail the children of
5th Snnday S.S. Convention
Rov and parents are urged to
Santiac-- LoDez returned last
see that their children arc not week from the Army, He had all
The East Mora Counties' S. S.
"Rough-Rider- "
under Cor, Theo- abs nt or overlooked.
training and was on Association will meet at Mills,
required
the
dore Rosevelt. Henvas woundla transport and 24 hours at sea Sunday, Dec. 29th, 10:30 A. M.
ed twice in Cuban Campaign and
Se' desea informar a todos los wnen the armstjce was
And will start with a Devotional
fell within two hundred yards of uadres de familia que lmbra UH orwJ
turner! armind and service
tVv
conducted
bv Mra.
the top of San Junn Hill.
i ,htpi
. - Morris
árbol de Cnstnies, para todos
waa
it
l:..
'
His wounds impaired his health niños libre, Se espera que traigan
to him, but we, who' Convention Sermon at .11, by
somewhat and for some years he ft todos sus niños para que par- - Wntment
Rev. J.M. Wilson The
ct tho ;mnmv,m(int ,t
has made his home at "Uncle ticipeh de dicho árbol, Ciito
will appoint committees before
in
are
ten"i in him to be
the service
Sam's Country Residence, in Kan dm l ugar el dra 24. en a tarde,
the Basket Dinner at noon.
bigger
glad to have returned, a
sas. Only advanced years and
and better man than lie could Afternoon there will be ii sonor
poorhealtl) prevented him from'
ever have been without the ex- - service, committee reports and
taking an active part in the A, big Christmas
dance is
thfe ever
interesting "Round
periences he has had.
World War in which he was planned for Christmas night at
Table" conduced by Rev. Pickett.
deeply interested.
the Hall in Roy theyouh people
All schools are urged to bring-somThe snow fall thie week is esLike many of the pioneers of at the head of it are making
one prepared to talk pf
timated at from 8 to In inches on
the West, Henry Gibbs never plans to have one big time to
e your school also to prepare
the level and is another
some
found. time to marry and estab- make up for the long weeks of
of a wheat crop next special feature for the occasion
lish a home but he enjoyed the waiting when the hall was closand report before the program
summer.
k
love and respect of all who knew ed.
All invited, .'
'
opens t- ohim. Three brothers and two
ASE.D.
.I..:.
LOAN
Bartmess,
FARM
FEDERAL
President. '
sisters survive him to mourn hii
A.I).
Fisher,
Secretary.
SOCIATIOM ANNUAL
loss.
The l.O.O.F. met and
w be held a(. thp offce
ed the officers for the term just the secretary in Roy, New Mex.
Petcucio Gonzales, of Taos,
1 hereby
announce my candid- ending for another term; They
wires
relatives here of the death
January 14th 1018, at 2 o'clock P.
N
acy for
on Santary have beep unable to "meet for a
of
vv'fehis
He nas been twice-othe13th 1916, to the office of Justice longtime on account; of the quar- M. to elect officers and .transact
1 widowed within the year.
important buisness.',
of the Peace, Precinct No. 22, antine but hope to get. back ' on
All memders are required to de
Mora County.
Cristoval Valdez,
their feet, and going again.-Thpresnt
and take dart in this
My record in this capacity for
,
t?f
Casimiro Gonzales, is home
epidemic hit the lode extremely
this community is open to all and hard financially and it will take! meesing. It is imp rtant that í, 0m the Army having been disyou be at this meeting,
and is my only claim to
charged before getting to go
sume iiuic u uauvii ujj vvji.ii uic
His wife is also here visit.
J. II. Mahoney President
sick benefit and other expenses y
F, II. Foster. of the last few months.
ing her parents.
F.H. Foster Secretary
National Military Home in Kans.
Henry Gibbs was 58 years of
age, He was born ' at , Swansea
Wales, and came to the Ünited
He was well
States in 1871.
known in almost all of the Rocky
Mountain States, having been a
prospector for many years and
did a large part" in the dcvelope-men- t
of the Great West. In 1'..)8
he résided in New Mexico, and
n
enlisted for the
serving
war at Santa Fe.
as a

.
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All EPITOME OF

Chancellor Ebert has ecided to
form a Socialist army to offset the
forces of the Spartacus group.
The London Dally Express says that
Gathered From All Over
It understands that Viscount Milner,
the secretary of state for war, is about
to quit the government.
Andrew Donar I .aw announced at
Glasgow that it was unlikely he would
Le chancellor of the exchequer to taka
Wntm Nwpjr Union Nwi Svrvtcs.
the next budget before Parliament
Britain day was observed at Albu
David R. Francis, American ambas querque.
"
sador, to Russia, went to Prrls to re
grocery
&
store was de
fruit
and
to President
port on Russian-affaiDemlng.
by
stroyed
at
fire
Wilson and Secretary of State
Conservation weeK lor worm ne-Using.
'; J.
.'" ;
: was
observed throughout New
has
The value' of Ihe German mark
fallen below 42 Jto.'the BltWh- pound. Meilce.
.Thévnower plant of the Carlsbad
Before the war the mark was worth
Water and Light Company burned to
approximately 1 shilling, or, 20 marks
'
'
'.'.
the ground.
to the tteunO-v'-.
.
.
Ti new hatrírlTint which U belnK
Occupatlpn of Fetrograd, Kronstadt
Watrous is
and Moscow Is advocated b Reaf Ad- erectedIn a letter to the Lon- near 'com plíti0Íf. . :
miral.
don TimeaJ lie waHVenJJr British ' The niw 11 00.000 hotel at Loving-- .
naval officer in northern Russltfn 'wa- ton formally! opened to the public with
iters wntll November, '
' appropriate ceremonies.
The "former Gemían emperor Is en' Tha kiilihtii of Columbus have de
titled" to i he right U- saactuury in cided,
to erect a building at the State
Holland and" trtépcfore hia return to College which Is to cost $10,000.
Germany cannot be demanded, accordundeter. Wounded in action, degree
ing to a statement made by Jonkheer
missing, in
reported,
mined,,
previously
.rf
chamber
Ueerenbruck in the lower
Howard) cja'iilta'n."
Parliament during a debate on the action, Jameá H.
It la'airoounced.lhat 5,000 soldiers
visit of the former emperor to Holare to be quartered at Fort Win gate
land.
be
President Wilson landed In France as soon as accommodations can
them.
f
prepared
for
Dec.
at 3:24 o'clock Friday afternoon.
13, amid a demonstration of popular
In Federal Court ai Albuquerque,
enthusiasm and national sympathy Mrs. Delia Broclt of Deniing, charged
such as rarely, if ever, has been ac- with Immoral relations with soldiers,
corded the head or a foreign govern- was found guilty en two counts.
ment visiting France. The President
The Socorro Mining and Milling
left Brest at 4 o'clock the same after- Company are einking their main shaft
noon for Paris, where the heart oi at Mogollón.
This is approaching
France acclaimed him as the nation's the 1,200-foo- t
station and is the deepguest.
est workings In the district.
Several thousand former InhabiThe schools of Gallup open after betants of Smyrna and of nearby localV ing closed for two months. They were
ties have arrived In Smyrna the last closed Oct. Gth, on account of the infew days, coming from Inland districts fluenza epidemic, and some of the
to which they had been deported by buildings converted into hospitals!
Turkish authorities. Their condition
Augustine Chavez, charged with sellis pitiful. It is asserted about hall
pleaded guilty
the people deported died of bad treat- ing liquor to Indians, Judge Neblett,
arraigned
before
when
1b
also
said
It
ment or lack of food.
costs, and senthat the women driven from theli and was fined $100 and
homes by the Turks were subjected tenced to sixty days In the Bernalillo
to brutal treatment and that a ma county Jail.
Jorlty of the young girls wert sold al
Word has been received of tha mar-riad-e
slaves to Turkish notables.
of Miss Margaret C. de Baca,
daughter of the late Governor E. C. de
SPORT
Baca, to A. J. Martinez, of Alamosa,
Lieut. Dagoberto Godoy of the Colo. - The wedding took place at Del
Chilean army crossed the Andes moun Norte, Colo.
tains at their highest point In a Brl
New Mexico casualties Include Capt
tol airplane.
slightly
George T. Fleet, Tularosa,
Levant M. Richardson, known ai wounded;
Dowe D. WIlBon, Texlco,
the "father of roller skating," died in slightly wounded; Chester A. Harding,
Chicago after several years' illness Gallup, missing in action, and Orvel
He is said to have put the first steel Burchett of Field, dead of disease.
ball bearings In roller skates.
William G. Connors, in default of
Jack Johnson, cabling from Bare $2,000 ball, is In the jail at Estancia,
lona to New York, has asked H. T. on
the charge of being the father of a
baseball pro
Booker,
stepborn to his
child
moter, to arrange a bout for him with
children
fatherless
six
daughter.
His
either Porky Flynn or Jim Savage.
have been awarded to the custody of
A schedule of 154 games for th
the Children's Home Society.
American Association Baseball Leagui
H. J. Krackowlzer, who came into
upon
agreed
at
was
thf
this season
meeting of club owners at Minneap prominence In Las Vegas some time
olis. The season will start about Maj since when he founded an agency for
distribution of electric lighting to
1 and end late in September.
ranch houses, was arrested in Denver
on a complaint filed in Taos against
Seven frontier villages of the grand certain checks which he Issued.
duchy of Baden have passed resoluCol. Frank M. Gryla, one of the most
tions expressing their desire to become
Polish noblemen In this country,
noted
.
united to Switzerland.
of the Polish alliance, and promhead
The U. S. S. George Washington, inent in the activities of the Poles in
bearing President Wilson and his of this country to help deeat the Huns,
ficial party, passed over the grave ol died of a complication of troubles at a
the Lusltania, southwest of Ireland sanitarium in Santa Fé. He was 70
Many ships from Queenstown met and
years of age. He was conscious until
saluted the big liner.
the end.
Warning to the country that the in
Advised that the federal government
fluenza epidemic Is by no means end
restrictions on the
ed, and that all possible precaution! has removed all
Doyle
against the disease should be taken, erection of buildings, Secretary
Comof
Chamber
Fé
of
Santa
the
was issued by Surgeon General Blue
an inquiry to
of the public health service. Reporti merce, has forwarded
received by the service show a recru Senator Jones and Congressman Waldescence of the disease practically ton in reference to the status of the
from one end of the country to the public building which has been authorized to be constructed in Santa Fé to
other
house
the postofflce,
A collection of 2,525 dangerous
The greater portion of the program
weapons, taken from criminals and
others since Jan. 1 and valued at $30. for the conting session of the New
000, was thrown into the ocean ofl Mexlco.Teaehers' Association which is
Scotland lightship by the police de to convene in Albuquerque on the 2Cth,
27th and 28th of December, has been
partment of New York.
completed and announced.
Page
bill
indorsing
the
A resolution
According to reliable information renow pending in Congress, Increasing
the federal appropriation for through-rout- ceived at Albuquerque the commandhighways $100,000,000 a year, ing general at Camp Cody has been
was adopted at Chicago at the clos Instructed to abandon and salvage the
ing session of the fourth annual meet camp at once. There are about 14,000
ing of the American Association ol troops there now, and the demobilizaState Highway Officials. Other reso- tion may take about a month or six
lutions passed favored uniform traffie weeks. The base hospital will be retained for the present,, as there are
control laws and uniform
several cases of pneumonia and other
headlight laws. .
sickness there.
$12,272,412,000,
rf
of
With
total value
Miss Helen Kelly of Las Vegas has
the nation's principal farm crops this
chosen by the Joint mayors,
been
on
more,
based
year were worth
prices paid to farmers Dec. 1, than in Eugenio Romero and F. A. Blood, to
sponsor and christen the ship
any year in the history of Americar act as
Vegas," which is shortly to be
''Las
agriculture. December crop estimates
launched under the auspices of the
of the Department of Agriculture emergency fleet corporation, and
showed that this year's total exceeds which has been named' on account of
that of the former record year, 1917 the city's record in going over the top
There also was s in the Tenth Federal Reserve district
by $614,380,000.
marked increase in acreage, the 355, In the recent Liberty Loan drive. Miss
895,722 total exceeding
that of last Kelly is given the honor because of
year by 10,700,000 acres.
the great amount of war work which
At Pletermarltzburg, Union of Soutt she has done.
Africa, a resolution demanding the re
State Engineer James A. French anpatriation of internal enemies, pun nounced that work has begun to put a
of allied concrete floor in the bridge over Sanlshment for the
war prisoners and the retention of the ta Fé creek, at the bottom of La Baformer German colonies, was passed jada.
'
by an enthusiastic meet I rig.
The opening session of the, convenAn influenza vaccine said to dlffei tion of the New Mexico Game Proti
from any hitherto offered tha medical tlve Association took place at tha
profession, has been produced and i Chamber of Commerce auditorium at
now being manufactured for free dls Albuquerque.
tribution to registered physicians bj
Sierra , county has been tied up as
the public health laboratory of the the result of a snowstorm, the heavUniversity
of
the
medicine
of
school
iest ever known this time of the year,
of Missouri at Columbia.
which fell at Hillsboro tot three days
the last of November.

DIPPING HOGS IN GOOD DISINFECTANT IS
RELIABLE REMEDY FOR VERMIN AND MANGE

PARIS PILLIONS

Pithy News Items

LATE LIVE NEWS

New Mexico

CONDENSED RECORD OP" THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

rs

GREET
ALL

WILSON

FRANCE PAYS PRESIDENT
HOMAGE AS HE GOES TO
-

i

DOING

8, ACHIEVE-MENTSSUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

,

'.''.

-

i
f

PEACE CAPITAL.

CINES WITH POIHCARE
1

.

;

IAYINGS,

k

a,

'

TROOPS JOIN PEOPLE IN CHEERING PARTY ALONG FLOWER.
8TREW.N

y

ATX- -

.

rotara Nippr Union
ABOUT THE W AH1 '
Zwickau,
ttfwn la Boheralaf .south
.
troops.
cupled
by
forty
Dresden, the Saxon capital,.
,
wiles northwest of Zwickau.-';- '
The British transport OfcaT with
American trpops aboard,; arrived
at New York from Liverpool. She is
ibe fourth transport to bring returning soldiers. '
Instructions have been cabled to
of
admiral Mayo, commander-in-chie- f
the Atlantic fleet, now in Brest, to
ring back every naval vessel that
:an be spared.
8.000.
Great Britain wilt demand
($40,000,000,000) sterling for
DO0.000
Sreat Britain and ber dominions as
reparation for the war, according to
the London Daily Halt.
The British admiralty has notified
Brazil that there la no further need
sf Brazilian warships for patrolling
European waters. The vessels, there
fore, have been ordered home.
The three bridgeheads to be occupied under the terms of the armistice
are now in the hands of the allies.
French troops entered Mayence
Previously the Americans
(Mainz).
had reached Coblens, and the BritiKh
M

Btrifei.

"

Cwscjio-Sloyak-

2

Cologne.
An American squadron has arrived
at Pola, formerly one of the principal
Austrian naval bases, and has taken
over the command of the port. Jugoslav war vessels In the harbor have
hoisted the American flag, according
to a telegram from Laibach, reporting
(he arrival of the Americans.
Twenty-si-

x

hundred American

pris-

oners of war Interned at Camp Ras-tat- t
left there for Switzerland. Two
hundred other Americans who have
been scattered in camps in Germany
are leaving by way of Holland and
Denmark. It is expected that the last
Df the Americans will be out of Ger,
man camps soon.
Marshal Foch has refused the re-- ,
quest of the German armistice delegates that they be permitted to com-

municate with the provinces west of
the Rhine now being occupied by the
deallies.
The commander-in-chie- f
clared that it was necessary to maintain the blockade of Germany as provided by the armistice.
French marines have entered Odessa, Russia, and have received a cordial welcome from the people there,
according to the Paris Matin. Detachments have occupied the wireless
station and expelled German soldiers
The newsfrom all military posts.
paper says that the fortress and city
of Sebastopol have been cleared of
German soldiers who were causing discords, It is alleged, with the conniv-anc- e
of the Bolshevists.

WESTERN
Limited service throughout the daylight hours, with practically no outbreaks reported, was maintained on
Friday, the 13th, the third day of the
Kansas City street car strike, but efforts by Federal Department of Labor
Representative Dunn to bring about a
conference between the heads of the
company and the union with city officials failed.
Mother Mary Jones, aged labor leader, conferred with Gov. W. D.
phens at Sacramento, Cal., and asked
him to use his Influence to obtain a
new trial for Thomas J. Mooney.
William Hupprech, wanted In Chicago to answer a charge of embezzling
more than $3,000 from the Chicago &
Northwestern railroad's funds, was arrested at Phoenix, Ariz., and held for
officers from Chicago. According to
the police, he admitted his guilt but
said he would resist extradition.
WASHINGTON
Outbreak of a violent epidemic of
Influenza with extremely high fatality
rate was reported to the State De,
partment from Guatemala.
Return to home waters of the first
ships of the American armada sent to
Europe to combat German sea power,
will be marked by a great naval pageant in New York harbor about Dee.
23. Secretary Daniels announced that
he will go to New York on the Mayflower to review the fleet, which will
be led by Admiral Mayo, commander
In chief of the Atlantic fleet, on his
flagship, the Pennsylvania, which accompanied President Wilson to Europe.

Permanent government

ownership

of telephone and telegraph lines as an
auxiliary of the Postofflce Department was proposed In a Joint resolution by Chairman Moon of the House
postofflce committee, who said he had
been informed y Postmaster General
Burleson thai President Wilson fav,
ored the measure.
lssu of loan cerAnother
tificates of Indebtedness of $500,000,-00- 0
or more, bearing 4 per cent interest, was announced by the

tffp
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Wniirn Newqpapar pnlon.Ncfti Bcrvlc.
Paris, Dec. 16. President and Mrs,
Wilson made tliel'r (4itrjr Into Paris
Saturday mornlng.glreetod by 2,000,- 00ióf..fhe.' population not .pnly of thv
city but,, of the surrounding districts.
TlH-VCrV attended by President
Pólnc'are; Tremle 'Cjemenceau and-

r

Vi1'

,

.

-

among tne moil- eminent
flowers were dropped
airplanes
around their . carriage;
winged; overhead; gurfcé; sounded.
The. city was ablaze with Illuminations; the boulevards were thronged
with crowds, dancing and singing and
throwing confetti.
Thj chief official event of the president's first day In Paris was a luncheon tendered to him and Mrs. Wilson
by. President Polncalre. It was a gorgeous affair. But its outward magnificence and brilliance were overshadowed by something that went straight
to the heart of Paris and of France,
something touching upon the question
that has been foremobi In the hearts
and minds of all French ever since the
signing of the armistice.
Somehow the Impression had taken
root here that President Wilson was
opposed to the full payment by Germany of the damages her armies did
in the ruthless campaigns In France
and Belgium. Somehow a great section of the French people had come to
fear that he would try to stay the
hand, not of vengeance but of just
and deserved punishment.
It was therefore natural and in
keeping with France's traditional policy of utter frankness that President
Polncare in bis speech at the official
luncheon dwelt tactfully but candidly
upon this question of questions. He
spoke of the "deliberate savagery" and
astounding cynicism'' of the German
staff in its systematic procedure of
wanton destruction. He touched upon
the absolute necessity that such
crimes must not go unpunished
that
their Just punishment is part and parcel of the Justice upon which the
world's peace must be based hereafter.
In his reply President Wilson, with
equal candor and an explicit directness that made all doubts vanish into
thin air, spoke his own heart and
mind on this subject.
"1 am eure," said he, "that I shall
look upon the ruin wrought by the
central empires with the same revulsion and deep indignation that they
stir In the hearts of France and
and I appreciate, as you do, the
necessity of such action in the final
settlement of the Issues of the war as
will not only rebuke such acts of terror and spoliation but make men everywhere aware that they. cannot be
ventured upon without the certainty
of Just punishment"
President Wilson spent his first
Sunday In Paris by going twice to
church, laying a wreath on the tomb
of Lafayette and having a brief conference with Premier Clemenceau and
another with Col. E. M. House. In the
evening he rested in preparation for
the coming strenuous week of preliminary conferences. During the afternoon the President made a short call
on President and Mme. Polncare at
the palace of the Elysee.
other
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ARMISTICE

EXTENDED.

Allies Reserve Occupation Rights and
Impose Additional Conditions.
Copenhagen, Dec. 16. The German
armistice has been extended until 5
o'clock on the morning of Jan. 17 and
the Allies have notified Germany that
they reserve the right to occupy the
neutral zone east of the Rhine from
the Cologne bridgehead to the Dutch
frontier, according to a dispatch from

Treves.
The message states that the following conditions have been added to the
armistice agreement of Nov. 11:
"The supreme command of the Allies reserves the right, should it consider this advisable and in order to
obtain fresh guarantees, to occupy tha
neutral zone on the right bank of the
Rhine north of the Cologne bridge-beaas far as the Dutch frontier. Notice of this occupation will be given
six days previously."

d

Prussians Tear Down Red Flag.
Copenhagen.
Soldiers of the Prussian guard removed the red flag from
the town hall at Potsdam, where the
German Imperial palace is located.
Assassin Slays President of Portugal.
London. Dr. Sidonlo Paes, president of Portugal, was shot and killed
by an assassin at midnight Saturday
while he was in a railway station at
Lisbon waiting for a train to Oporto.
Advices from Lisbon reporting the assassination say that he was struck
by three bullets. President Paes died
within a few minutes after he was
assailant,
The president's
shot.
named Jeetne, was killed by the
crowd. Tamagnini Bartosa, minister
of the interior, has assumed the presi
dency.
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A 'HEALTHY

BUNCH OF

(Prepared by the United Hutiea Department of Agriculture.)
The destruction of vermin Is of Importance in the production of swine.
Practically all swine are Infested to a
certain degree with the common hog
louse, and unless the animals are freed
from this pest it is apt to retard their
growth. Although lice may not be the
direct cause of death, still their presence lowers the vitality of the bog and
predisposes him to attack from infecOne of the first reqtious diseases.
uisites in preventing an outbreak of
cholera la to put the hogs In as perfect
a physical condition as possible, and it
is also obvious that the animals should
be in perfect health In order to fatten
rapidly and economically.
Common Swine Pests.
Lice are common pests among swine,
and vigorous and persistent treatment
Is required to eradicate them.
The
farmer should frequently examine his
bogs about the ears, flanks, and lnsldes
of the legs to see If they are lousy.
The lice urny be readily seen traveling
among the bristles, particularly In the
parts Just mentioned.
The eggs, or
"nits," are small white oval bodies attached to the bristles. Dipping does
not as a rule destroy the vitality of
these eggs. Swine should be dipped
repeatedly in order to kill the lice that
hutch out of the eggs after the previous dipping. These lice are bloodsucking parasites, and by biting the
hog and Bucking blood they cause a

great deal of skin irritation.

Further

more, they act as a drain on the vital
ity of the hog, through the loss of blood
which they abstract. When lousy the
bog Is usually restless and rubs on

posts and other convenient objects.
The coat looks rough and harsh. This
pest is transmitted from one animal to
another by direct contact, or by contact with infected bedding or quarters.
Mange, one of the most common of
skin diseases, is caused by a mite
which feeds on the skin. It is much
more common and severe on vouns
stock than on the older animals, although the mature animals as well as
the young are likely to become affected
If the disease is Introduced into the
herd. Mange is characterized by the
formation of crusty scabs on the face
and neck and along the back, and In severe cases the mite may be found on
any part of the body. The hair Is stiff
and erect, giving the pig a very unthrifty appearance.
AH newly purchased stock should
be examined for lice and other skin
diseases, and if any are found the hog
should be treated before he is turned
with the rest of the herd.
Dipping to Destroy Vermin.
To free hogs from vermin they
should be dipped two or more times at
Intervals of about two weeks, preferably 15 to 16 days for lice. Several
dippings may be required before complete eradication is accomplished. Do
not fall at the same time to clean and
disinfect thoroughly the sleeping quarters. Cresol compound (U. S. P.) may
be used for dipping and disinfecting.
For dipping, mix the proportion of one
gallon to 100 gallons of water ; for disinfecting, In the proportion of three
gallons to 100 gallons of water. Coal-ta- r
stock dips and nlcotin stock dips
may also be used to treat hogs for lice.
For use they are diluted with water
in accordance with directions supplied by the manufacturers. Cresol
dips, and nlcotin
compound, coal-ta- r
dips may be purchased at the drug
store.
For mange crude petroleum is more
effective than the ordinary stock dips.
It is also destructive to lice. The vat
may be filled with the oil or
with water before the oil Is added. If
one dipping does not effect a cure the
treatment should be repeated In ono
or two weeks.
Use of Crude Petroleum.
Owing to the great variation in the
composition of crude petroleum from
different localities and the greater injurious effects of some crude oils than
of others, crude petroleum, if of a kind
not used before, should be tested on a
few animals before extensive treatment
is undertaken. Animals treated with
crude petroleum should be provided
with plenty of shade and water. They
should not be dipped In oil in very cold
One of the
or very warm weather.
best varieties of oil for use on live
stock Is Beaumont crude petroleum,
nnd oils of similar composition are
more likely to be satisfactory than
those which vary widely from it. The
specification are as follows : Specific
half-fille-

d

y. v
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OUNG PORKERS.

gravity ranging from 22 to 24 degrees Baume; 40 per cent of the bulk
boiling between 200 degrees and 30C
degrees Ct; 1 to 1 per cent of sulphur.
Another remedy for mange Is
solution. This remedy to not
highly effective- - In destroying lice. It
must be used wurm (100 degrees F.)v
and the hogs should be dipped twice
with an interval between dippings ol
dip
seven to ten days.
may be purchased in concentrated
form, or It may be prepared at home ai
follows: Slake ten pounds of quicklime with sufficient water to make a
thin paste, and stir in 24 pounds of fine
sulphur (flowers or flour). Boil this
mixture for two hours in 25 or 30 gallons of water. Allow the sediment tc
settle in a tub or barrel. Draw off the
liquid into the vat (carefully avoid
disturbing the sediment), and add sufficient warm water to make 100 gallons. The dipping solution In the vat
may be maintained at the proper temperature by steam brought by pipe or
hose from a boiler. '
,
lime-sulphu- r

Lime-sulph-

Durable Dipping Vat
Dipping vats are made of varlour
materials, but the most durable Is cement.
The vat should be set In the

ground at a convenient place where
there is good surface drainage away
from the vat. A suitable size for a val
In which to dip hogs Is 10 feet long at
the top, 8 feet long at the bottom, 1
foot wide at the bottom and 2 feet
wide at the top.
It should he
deep enough so that the hogs will be
completely immersed in the dip and
will not strike the bottom of the vat
when they plunge. If possible, the vat
drain
should be located so that a
pipe may lend from the bottom of the
vat to facilitate emptying and cleaning, otherwise it is necessary to pump
or dip out the contents of the vat in
order to clean It. Do not use old, filthy
dip, but clean and
the vat ,
before dipping again if the dip has become very dirty or if it has stood a
long time in the vat. The end where
the hogs enter should be perpendicular
and the entrance should be on a slide.
'
The other end should slope gradually.
with cleats to provide footholds for the
hops for emerging after dipping. A
dipping vat is very useful wherever a
large number of hogs are kept.
WHEAT BRAN IS BEING USED
Outside Coating of Grain Is Residue of
Wheat and Is Considered Best
of Cow Feed.
(Prepared bv th United Plates Department of Agriculture.)

Bran is the outside coating of grains,
and Is the residue or
from
the manufacture of flour. Wheat
bran may be derived from winter or
spring wheat, nnd there is little difference In its composition from either
source.
From

.

a physiological standpoint
wheat bran is one of the very best
feeds for cows. It is slightly laxative
In nnture,-an- d
generally tends to keep
the cow's digestive system in good condition. The price based upon its protein content is usually so high that
most commercial dairymen combine it
with other feeds in which protein costs
less per pound. Aside from the value
of the nutrients which It contains, it
has a special value In a feeding mixture, as it gives bulk and adds to the
palatablllty. Wheat bran may be used
when the rest of the grain ration' is
lacking in palatablllty or Is of a constipating nature. It is. especially good
when the roughage is all dry. The
best grades of wheat bran are light
weight, with large flakes. Some of the
large mills put the sweepings from
the mill Into the bran ; therefore, it if
usually best to buy the highest grade
of bran, provided the mills grading it
are reliable. The output of small
country mills Is usually of excellent
quality. Bran contains a high proportion of phosphorus and potash in
its ash content.
REASONABLE PRICE FOR SEED
Select Variety That Has Made Good
Field Avoid MIn Neighboring
iraculous Claims.
seed, pay
a reasonable price for selected dried seed of a variety that haf
made good In a neighboring field; bul
don't pay a étranger a fancy price for
seed claimed to give miraculous yields

If you must buy

your-neighbo-

r

.
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The
Confessions of a
German Deserter

Written by Prussian Officer
Who Participated in the

comprehensible,
murderous nature.
German and French ártlllery bombarded Vauquols so that not a square foot
of land could be found which had not
been torn up by shells. Thousands and

denkirchen, a medium-size- d
town near
the Dutch border. During my trip to
Kaldenklrchcn I had plenty of time to
review all that had happened.
now different cverythtng was after
the first year of the war I My home
town, once a lively country settlement,
was now as calm as a graveyard. In
this town, which had a population before the war of 8,000 souls, more than
40 had been killed and many others
crippled. Food was very high with little to be had.
There was no enthusiasm for the war
manifest anywhere. The people were
downhearted, stunned.
It was the same in other cities. The
longing for peace was universal yet no
one talked of peace or expressed the
desire for it
One word spoken, which displeased
the autocratic government, merited the
severest punishment. That Is how it is
to be explained that the German people cannot force the Hohenzollerns into
pence because the government, with
assistance of the military, smothered
every expression of peace with blood,
even at that early date.
The present Prussian government
will slaughter any German citizen to
further Its own interests in the saini
way that It attacked the Innocent population of Belgium without regard.
With a clear, conscience and clean
hands I
"Gott strafe England. Er 1st strafe

thousands of shells, large and email,
were hurled into the town for three
days and three nights.
This continued until not a single soldier was left in the village, for both
French and Germans had to retire
from this fire from both sides, as it
was absolutely Impossible to have survived this hell. The entire hill and
heights were enveloped In

smoke.
Ravaging and Pillaging
On the evening of the third day the
'
of Belgium
enemy bombardment abated somewhat
and we were once more sent into the
pile of debris, which had been torn by
Copyrtiht hj DMrolt Tnt Prw
a hundred thousand shells. It was not
CHAPTER XVI Continued.
yet dusk, and as the French had also
advanced an attack developed. They
Home again for a few hours; then came into our lines with strong reserve
away, a prisoner I At least he would units and the wildest kind of a
d
be able to' get word to his wife by
encounter ensued.
letter through the field posts.
Sharp daggers flew from head to
Finally he said goofl-by- .
His wife head, breast to breast. Men stood on
had nothing to give him, no laundry, corpses in order to make new corpses.
'
no food.
New enemies continued to arrive.
Everything had been lost and she For each man who was killed three
lived on the soldiers' bounty. She gave others appeared.
,
him ber last money and he refused to
We also received
She accepted the money back. thus permitting the slaughter to contake
It consisted of a few 5 and 10 pfen tinue.
nig pieces and some coppers, all she
Each man fought frenzledly. expecting his death blow momentarily.
bad.
No life was worth a penny. Each
Unable to endure this we took a col
lection among ourselves. We made up man fought like a beast.
I stumbled and fell upon the stones
more than 10 marks, which we gave
to the young woman. She refused it at and in less time than is required to refirst, then looking at her husband, she late it I saw before me a giant Frenchman with a pioneer's spade raised to
took it and tried to kiss our hands,
When we refused to let her do this strike a blow. With lightninglike speed
the ran to a store nearby and returned I dodged and the spade struck a stone.
In the next moment my adversary
with cigars, tobacco, matches and sauhad a dagger plunged to the hilt in his
sage, which she gave to her husband.
She smiled perhaps for the first time abdomen.
He went down with a terrible cry
In a long while.
The children wer with their father and crumpled up in agony on the
and they kissed him as he left, ne had ground. I thrust the dagger into my
one child on each arm and his wife boot and seized the spade. . There
were new enemies all around and the
rarrfed the third.
spade came in handy.
With the greatest happiness the
I struck an enemy between the head
family walked along between the two
and shoulders. The sharp spade en
armed soldiers. When the moment of
parting came all began to cry.
hand-to-han-

.
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Going through the streets this was
heard right and left as a comment and
a reply.
To me, fresh from the front, this
kind of greeting was unknown.
Presently I learned the reason of
this modern form of salutation. The
hatred within the German nntlon was
not so great toward France and Russia.
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Gun-Fight- er

Ai.'GELES. The last of the Jones-Lewi- s
bandit gang has" been wlpec
In the suburb of Arcadia. Their murderous performances match thosi
of the bandits who terrorized the western country after the Civil war. , In ont
amazing reature, however, this gang
e
outdid the
bandits a woman
I
twenty years old, who
fought beside her husband to the
death. Dale Jones, her husband, was

LOS

oid-tlm-

r,

twenty-one- .

He begnn his

SEGUE

"I

Something New Under the Sun: Woman

but

Yd

crim-

inal career in 1014 at Los Angeles by
stealing an automobile. His murderous depredations have ranged from
the Pacific const to Indiana. He was
ii leader, If not the head, of a gang
which, killed without hesitation. Cer- tuliily he and his wife were the gun- '
.
men of the gang. The killing of Chief of Detectives John W. Rowan at Colorado .Springs In broad daylight September 13, and the wounding of an as
slstunt, Is attributed to Jones and his wife, while there is no doubt that Jones
shot his way through a cordon of police mid soldiers in Kansas City September 20, the only one of three bandits to escape.
Deputy Sheriffs Van Vllet and Anderson found Jones and his wife and
their automobile at night in front of a supply station. "Throw up youi
shotguns. '
hands !". they shouted, covering the pair with sawed-of- f
Jones, appearing to comply, drew an automatic pistol from a special
pocket and mortally wounded Van Vliet with his first shot His second missed
Anderson, who sprang into the shadows. Jones crouched behind the machine
and began firing. His wife got Into the car, emptied her revolver and took
up a rifle.
Thereupon Anderson, who had balked at killing a woman, sent one of his
two loads of buckshot Into her body,' which crumpled up over the steering
'
wheel.
Jones, seeing his wife dend, left cover and headed for Anderson, firing
as he went. The deputy gave him the other charge of buckshot in the head,
.

The people quietly accepted the enor
mous sacrifices which the war demanded from them in course of time.
Is
Louis.
But the government which even
then, foresaw the unfavorable course
RANI) RAPIDS, MICH. Louis Lntega, 839 Bridge street, is home again
the war was taking, conceived the idea
U
after quite an interesting experience In Chicago. Louis was walking down
of setting England up as the arch Stute street in
the Windy City looking in windows waiting for train time and
enemy which Intended to destroy Ger
marveling in his own mind how feath
many entirely.
ers
and furs can cost so much. Pretty
FOR
v
that")
The German war mnchlne made use
soon he saw a man leading a crying
blockade
which England drew
of the
man up the street
around Germany to such an extent
"His brother is very rich," said the
playing upon child murder,
man leading the weeping man.,
people
developed an ever-lthat the
"For that
he cry?"

"Isn't That Funny?" Says

It Surely

f

Easy Farming Methods In Western Canada and Certain
Financial Benefits.
'
With your crop harvested and marketed, with the disposal of your cattle
and hogs completed, you are ready to
prepare your financial statement for
the year. You will soon know what you
have gained, and if the gain made in
your farming operations has been up
to your expectations and will meet
your requirements. Probably you may
have been the loser. Your land may
have been productive, but It may have
been too high priced. The cost of production has been too great If you
have had the remuneration you sought
and are satisfied this article may not
interest you. If your returns have not
been satisfactory, or If your ambition
leads you to the laudable desire of bettering your condition, if you have dependents for whose future you have
anxiety, you will naturally look around
for some place, some opportunity that
offers greater advantages and brings
satisfactory returns. To the north and
west of you He hundreds of thousands
of unbroken acres in Western Canada

awaiting the husbandman, and ready
to give of its richness to place you
where you desire to be placed. For
thousands of farmers from nearly every state In the Union the prairies of
Western Canada have afforded wealth
beyond what they had been led to ex
pect. The excellence of the soil of
Western Canada, which comprises the
Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, can only partially be told
by the knowledge of some facts.
Every year for some years past the
world's highest prizes for wheat oats
and barley have been carried off by
grain grown on Western Canadian
Prairies. Beef fattened on the grasses
of these same prairies recently brought
the highest prices ever paid on the
Chicago market Throughout the entire world the quality of Canadian
grain, and Canadian beef and mutton,
is recognized. To recite what individual farmers have done, the riches
they have acquired would fill volumes.
The case of James Wlshart of Portage
la Prairie Is not an exceptional one.
His wheat crop this past season yielded him forty-fiv- e
bushels per acre, and
the land upon which it Was grown was
broken forty-fou- r
years ago, and It has
been continuously under crop except
for an occasional summer fallow. At
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, samples of
the wheat of 1918 weighed 68 pounds
to the bushel, others 66 and some 65
pounds.
Wheat crops at Coaldale,
Alberta, went as high as 38 bushels
acre, while wheat crops near Barons,
Alberta, had yields of from 25 to 30

f
This was the fate of thousands of
French and Belgian men and
jromen, quartered near their homes
yet unable to know who was dead or
should
alive.
creasing hatred toward England.
"His brother is dying and he him
While we stood at the depot ten Gerlnngunge was no longer
The
French
self will soon be very rich," said the
man soldiers arrived with fixed bayospoken anywhere. A large part of the
stranger.
nets. Between them were three French
German people formerly used the
"And he cries?" asked Louis.
citizens In civilian clothing, whom they
French word "adieu," as a farewell ex
"Sure, he cries," said the stranger.
All
were
elderly
men. We
escorted.
pression but that was stopped. Care
"He is crying because while he has so
asked an old Frenchman what this was
had to be taken in the use of this word much money he has got no money at all. He has his brother's money, thou
about and he said :
to avoid arrest on a charge of high sands or dollars of it, but he can t spend n cent of
It He can't even pay for
"We receive our food from the Gertreason.
doctor for himself, and he is' sick. Now, If he could borrow some, money for
man military officials but it is not sufI thought about these things as
a few days he could give his brother's money for security."
ficient to live on. The people have
neared my temporary destination.
"I've got a little money," said Louis.
nothing left All stock and food had
was sufficiently acquainted with the
"He will give you $3 for each 'i you will loan him," said the man who
been seized. These three men refused
border so that when I arrived In Ral led the weeper. The weeper choked his sobs and nodded assent
to work any longer for the German
denklrchen I was able to reach It with
"How much have you got?" asked the stranger.
military officials because they could
out asking any questions. The spot
"I've got $1,100, but it is in a bank In Grand Rapids," said Louis. - '
,
not live on what they received.
which I had selected for crossing lay
?'Go and get it. Get it all I"
"They were arrested and are being
in a forest. After a march of two
Louis came to Grand Rapids and got it all. He took it to Chicago, and
tent to Germany.. No one knows what
hours I arrived near the border. It they met him at the train, the stranger and the sobbing man. The sobbing
their fate would be there. The men
was soon dark and I decided to remain man felt better. Louis was coming to his help.
bushels.
were being taken away by the Ger
In the woods over night.
Records such as these speak in glow
I don't see how In the world they did It, but they did," says Louis. "They
mans and interned in Germany."
The next morning at daylight I ven took my money and their money, thousands of dollars of it I They counted it ing terms of the excellence of the soil
We received orders to march to
tured on and without being seen by the all out right in front of my nose. They nailed it ail up in a box and gave me of Western Canada.
Varennes and left the next morning.
guards I crossed into Dytch" territory, the box.
The war Is over, and we are all
hen I opened the box there wasn t anything in it but paper.
As we reached the heights of Yarennes
With a sigh of relief I arrived at the
"I saw 'em put the money in and I saw 'em nail up the box. Isn't that settling down to a peace basi. There
about noon we saw the wide country
next town, Venlo, in Holland.
funny?"
Is a great world beyond the seas to
before us and the city nestling In the
Everywhere I was received in
Everybody agrees with Louis.
feed and clothe, and thus Is afforded ;
valley. Farther up on the heights was
friendly manner. I observed that the
the opportunity to lend a'hand in the
Vauquols.
Nothing could be seen of
Dutch people hated the German people
great work. Aside from the philanny houses but through our field glasses
as much as I did.
"How Comes It Such Little Legs and Big Body?" thropy in Which you can play a part,
we could make out an enormous ash
After passing several months in
there is the satisfaction of knowing
heap.,' Shells fell there continuously
Holland, where tens of thousands more
you are amply providing for yourself
!"
exclaimed
Policeman
Emil
to
words
or
Harder,
frightened
we
were
and
at the prosGerman deserters lived, I made up my CiiiUAUO.
"How comes it such little legs have such a big body?" Then and for the future, of those who mav
veti vi iiaving iq go io mac spot
mind to move farther away than that Policeman Harder squinted again. It was
an odd sight. Here was a wee bit be dependent upon you. Greater progScarcely had we crossed the heights
from Germany for the arms of the Ger- of a fellow whose body was round, ilka
ress can be made In this and your own
when some shells burst behind us. The
man government are long and its spies a ball, and the front protruded in a
development by availing yourself ol
Village
Changed
This
Had
Hands
French artillery even singled out indiare everywhere in most cases con most extraordinary manner.
the advantages that Western Canada
More Than Fifteen Times.
viduals. While Vauquols was in their
scienceless criminals.
offers in its
Behind the first came another lit
lands and high
.possession they could
the téred his body and buried Itself half
Some of my Dutch friends mnde me
yielding values.
There are good
entire neighborhood. We understood way In. I heard the bones crack under acquainted with sailors and these con tle boy with a large sack on his back.
schools, desirable social conditions, low
He looked like Atlas holding up the
now why this ash heap had been con the force of the blow.
sented to smuggle me to America on world or a Prussian soldier going home
taxation (none on improvements)
'
so
bitterly.
for
tested
Another adversary was nearby and their ship. When the ship departed
'
with an enjoyable climate, and th
moving
with
his
were
loot.
The
kids
We ran down hill till we came to I dropped the spade and seized the was placed in the coal bunkers and arsatisfaction
away
as
of
bridge
possessing
from
a
Clark
street
the
well
tilled
Yarennes. The southern section of the dagger.
rived after 14 days in New York, safe fast as they could stagger and weave
soil capable- - of producing abundant
town had been wrecked by shells and
He struck me with his fist and the and Tell.
crops for which good prices prevail,
along
loads.
under
their
Many
fire.
chimneys were ail that was blood ran from my mouth and nose.
The first thing that struck me on ar
easily accessible marketing places.
Policeman Harder took his catch
left standing of whole rows of We clenched. My dagger was In my riving in the United States was the
Advertisement.
to the central station. When little Leo
houses. Soldiers everywhere collected right hand.
wide latitude permitted German propa Holtz,
years
eight
old, 1137 North Branch street, caught sight of the red
scraps of metal which were transport'
Each of us held the other around the ganda.
Used Ladders In Battle.
headed sergeant he forgot to hold onto his burdened stomach and through
ed to Germany. The church bells were breast. He was not superior to me in
Most of the German papers pub
The medieval scaling ladder played
loaded on wagons and sent away. All strength yet he clung to me as tightly lished here were body and soul for the some opening in his clothes out flew a pigeon. It fluttered about the police
Its part along with the more modern
station and alighted.
the copper, tin, brass and nickel which as I did to him.
kaiser and tried dally to Justify the
Leo never batted an eye. He deigned not to see the bird. Then out flew implements of war In the closing days'
could be found was gathered.
We tried to reach each other with German fight for the German cause.
of the American advance in France,
another pigeon.
'
The next morning we went Into the our teeth. I still held the dagger but
In this respect the government in
Pigeon after pigeon according to a letter from Col, Alvord
dignified.
Leo
solemn
and
smile.
did
He
stood
not
trenches. We had to reach our posi was unable to strike.
Washington certainly went too far un-,
made Its exit from his garments. The coppers began to snicker. Leo's eight-- V. D. Anderson of the Three Hundred '
tion before daybreak, for with daylight
Soon one of us would have to let go. til it was realized that no concessions year-oland Twelfth Infantry, received by Mrs. '
dignity persisted.
the French kept all the approaches un While I was trying my best to find a could be made to the Prussian govern
grew
flight
as
diminished
circumference
Anderson
i
With
his
bird's
each
lessit
der fire. There was not much of a way to kill him there was a terrible ment and that concessions made .to
'
slowly go down.
Colonel Anderson said that his regi
trench In Vauquols, All that could be explosion nearby.
Washington were nothing but deceitful rubber balloon might
to
police
complete
Casimir Stazalka ment, with the Three Hundred and
collapse
turned
the
was
When
.the
seen was a single stone pile. Literally,
I saw my opponent fall and I my talk, sustained only by action when it ten years old, 1049 West Chicago avenue, who carried the sack.
Ninth and Thren Hundred and Elev
there was not in this town, one stone self felt a terrible pain in the right served Its Interests of Imperialism.
sergeant
"What's in there?" deraandod the
enth, rushed the walled town of Grand
left upon another. The ruins of this side of my lower jaw.
The promises which he German gov'
"Chickens," said Casimir.
Pre with ladders five times. Four
,
Village had changed hands more
as quickly as I could to the ernment made to Washington concern
ran
you kids get all these birds" he asked.
I
"Where
did
times
they were driven back he said.
When
we
arrived
fifteen
times.
than
war
rear , and after a search of several ing the Lusitnnla case, the
"Me an' my brother and Casimir and two other boys I don't know got 'em but on the fifth rush, by sheer weight
one-haof Vauquols was In German
deso
were
nothing
and
forth,
but
found a dressing station, where fare
off of a truck standing on the Clark street bridge," said little Leo, now of numbers, they gained a footing,' and
hands. The French were in possession hours bandaged.
celt on the part of the Berlin
was
I
reduced by a couple of dozen pigeons.
scaling the walls, which were 12 feet
highest
they
points
which
from
nf the
My face was so swollen that the doc
high, captured the town.
...
could overlook the country for many
peace
was
preserve
to
the
desire
It
tor could not tell whether or not my
1
for the 'American people which im- Are Women of Denver Entitled to an Apology?
Insanitary.
had been broken.
In default of a trench we sought Jaw was
Said the observing fellow, "It's n
on a train for wounded pelled President Wilson, again and
placed
I
Tover behind the stones, for it was immen, bound for Germany, and was again, not to declare war and if Amer
Balute your king! Go yet forth, wonder the health Inspectors don't get
possible to dig trenches here, as the arica fights today it has only, kept faith DENVER. Arise, you sons of Annnlas, and
to a hospital in Dusseldorf.
taken
beg
pardon
of your fair sisters, for Den- ahold of the chap who spits out Just
and
womankind,
tillery leveled everything. The eoldlers
of
principles and as28, with its democratic
August
Dusseldorf
at
arrived
I
"When
not
Dame Fashion and Madame what he thinks."
are
girls
they
ver
Insist
concealed themselves behind stone
sisted the world in defensive war
My
1915.
wound
was
dangerous
not
decreed shorter skirts
Conservation
walls and fired. Artillery of all CalChange of Countenance.
expected I would be cured In against the autocracy that is a constant
Immediately began to
men
fastidious
iber covered these ruins. Amid all this and they
menace for the world, which prepared
Said the facetious feller: "As soon
days.
14
required
Yet
weeks.
it
three
spread
underpinthe
charge
the
that
corpses,
army
of
destruction lay an
During this time I made up ray mind for this war over several decades.
nings of most girls were marked by as a girl gets past the age of making
mostly German.'
With the entrance of America into
firmly that I would not murder any
a slight ctirvature. Now, 'tis said, nine faces nt the boys she starts in making
war the backbone of Prussian milimore people at the order of and to the
out of ten appear to possess knees eyes át em."
CHAPTER XVII.
will be broken. The Hinden- further the interests of Hohenzollern-ism- , tarism
which, stand at least several Inches
burgs and the Hohenzollerns are
Odd Koods.
apart.
that this war would mean the end doomed. A victory for the allies will
We were of the opinion at first that
Lizards and alligators are the latest
of
Hohenzollerns
the
Prussian
and
of
womby
even
declared,
The
libel
is
this was only a temporary condition, militarism. I decided to desert to Hol be a victory for democracy and a vicIn the way of food varien, not to be altogether groundless, propositions
' They
tory of the greatest majority seeking
but after a few days we saw a land.
ety.
do
not seem very alluring
inasmuch as a great many younfc
slaughter bordering on Insanity underthe welfare of the human race.
to the United States appetites, yet lizwomen
belong
appear
do
to
to
tht
(THE END.)
taken again and again. By night and
bandy-limbeCHAPTER XVIII.
class. They blame thlt ards have been extremely popular In
day It was always the same. Using
upon
things:
F(rst,
three
the kind of shoes they wear; second, the faulty the Bahama Islands, and Florida alliVerdun as their base, the French conAwake, to Sense!
gators have a reputation of being quite
I prevailed jjpon the authorities to
adjustment
stockings,
and, third, corsets that don't fit
of
the
up
new masses of grant me an eight-da- y
stantly brought
How many people think the world
furlough to visit
delicious.
One
of
requisites
of
the
fitting;
footgear,
woman
chief
chic
perfect
a
is
troops. They had marshaled their my home and I took advantage of tills is
d
and life a failure, and And, experts say,
woman
a
on
whenever
hns
shoes run over at the heels shi
heavy guns from the nearer Verdun to cross the Dutch border. Lleft my so have done or said something they
Zoological Notes.
'
gives the impression of being bowlegged.
forts by the use of field railways.
home under a pretence of Intending to regret all their lives, when a vegetable
Another thing we can't understand
So
explanations
spokeswomen
these
after
the
girls
tho
Denver
for
sa$ Is how a
In the spring of 1915 both sides be- visit relatives, wearing civilian cloth- pill or a brisk walk would have changWQtnan can be a perfect cat
they are not
and thut the charge is rank libel.
and yet be scared to death of a mouse.
fan an offensive of local, but of an in- - ing. I bought a railroad ticket to Eal- - ed their vision completely!
Cincinnati Enquirer.
poor
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Christmas Gifts at

"OGDEN, SR.

LDITOIÍ

The War is over
You will
find a fine lina of Box Candy for

HBU5HÉR

AND

The Fairview Pharmacy.

RFANTSTT-AMKRICA-

Church Directory
TURN THE COTS' THOUGHTS

HOfMBD,

r.'iü

SAYS FflSOiCK.

w

.1

Sitxriptioi

Entered as

$1.50

eecond-clas-

s

Tr'
matter at the

Pr

postoflice in Roy, New Mexico.

A

pecular thing about the

num-

tin

ASKING

erous subscription payment3 comWashington.
(Special.)
ing in novv-- a days is the fact that fore leaving for France to Just bethey are all people who are still
tlio demobilization
activities of
which recently
on the honor roll of paid up, or those orgniiizatiui:
tor.k part.iu the United War Work
nearly up to pate subscribers.
Raymond
I'nmpalRn,
R.
Fosdlck,
"There are about a hundred Chulnnun of the Commission on Train
whose cards we have sorted out lug Camp Activities, was Interviewed
with regard to the present sltuutlou of
to send statements and"Use our overseug forces.
"The problem presented by the
the Ax", on all we don't hear
from. It will reduce our paper gradual demobilization of more than
two million men three thousand miles
biils anyway if they don't come from home Is one which will tax all
across when we send out ,the our social resources," said Mr. Fosdlck. "It Is nbove all a morale prob
notices, which will be soon.
lem, find It must be faced os such, with
Kiiporin-ten-

d

3

The Pastor of the Methodist
Church at Roy went to Raton
Tuesday to attend the District
Conference to be held at the
First M. E. Church.
Dr. Bassett, of Albuquerque,
presding.
The great Centenary will be
discussed by leading Clergymen
and by men from many states
and foreign missionary fields.
A banquet will be given by the
Raton Church, free to the minis
ters and delegates.
The program is for the raising
of $80,000,000 in (5) five yean
far church work at home and in
foreign fields.

Fred S, Brown has tried to let
go of the Oil Supply at Roy for a
long time the Continental Co, was
in no hurry to send around the
Auditor. The Roy Garage will
handle the buisness
now that
the transfer is made.

A

W.C. Yarbro renews his

R.B. Johnson, of Mills drove
in Friday with a truck-loa- d
of
beans to market in Roy. He call.
ed in to set his date a year ahead
and tells U3 the snow only reach
ed half way to his place, rie
made it all right with the Ford if
the roads were slippery.
Rev. G.B. hall had

his hand
by
severally lascerated
a rusty
nail last week, He is getting a- long nicely and the danger from
infection is about over but he

has suffered severely with

it

Wm.H. Franzen, of Chicago, recently a citizen of Roy for a time
still wants to read about you in
and orders it for anthe .,
S,-A-

other year,
Mrs. BobGrunig'and baby returned last week from
Tennesee, where Bob was

working in a Munitions factory,
He was discharged with thous
ands of others when the war
ceased and will work at another
job awhile before returning.

J. Floershiem returned home
Saturday from Springer where
he and Mrs. Florshesm had been
"caring for their sons, I.C. and
Sylvan who were victims of Flu
but are recovering. Mrs.
Flor-shei-

m

remained to see that they
did not take chances too soon.
a
Al, Hanson, the
printer
of Roy got out the times for them
while they were laid up,

CHRISTIAN
í

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8.00 PM.
4th Sunday of epch month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
i
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Heaen, Pastor..

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. LGunn, Superintedent.

Free

Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

' Masses:

Cars Housed and Cared for

Service

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work
(Incorporated)

ROY,

.

Thousand Dollars a Minute From

V P( S. C.

Proprietor

This amount is paid to the farmer for live
stock, by Swift & Company alone, during the
trading hours of every business day.
All this money is paid to the farmer through
the open market in competition with large and
small packers, shippers, speculators and dealers.
The farmer, feeder, or shipper receives
every cent of this money ($300,000 an hour,
nearly $2,000,000 a day, $11,500,000 a week) in
cash, on the spot, as soon as the stock he has
just sold is weighed up.
Some of the money paid to the fanner during a single day comes back to the company in
a month from sale of products; much does not
come back for sixty or ninety days or more.
But the next day Swift & Company, to meet the
demands made by its customers, must pay out
another $2,000,000 or so, and at the present high
price levels keeps over $250,000,000 continuously
tied up In goods on the way to market and in
bills owed to the company.

This gives an idea of the volume of the
Swift & Company business and the requirements
of financing it. Only by doing a large business
can this company turn live stock into meat and
at the lowest possible cost, prevent
waste, operate refrigerator cars, distribute to
retailers in all parts of the country and be
recompensed with a profit of only a fraction of
a cent a pound a profit too small to have any
noticeable effect on the price of meat or live stock.

NewMex.

Methodist Episcopal Church

J. W. BECK, Manager."

Regular Servicers follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

Col. F.O.WHITE
Noted, Tried,

Physician in Charge.

3rd Sunday
Church

S. A.

at Roy Christian
11

a m and 7:30 p m

at Mills
11am and 7:30

2nd and 4th Sunday

J.

If you want the services of an

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested And Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

Experienced

a uctioneer

NEW MEXICO

ROY

'ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

M. WILSON,

...

p m

Pastor

SALESMAN
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you 1st and 3d Sundays
8.00 P. M
Money to consult me before mak- at Mosquero,
ing your SALE DATES.
11 A. M.
at Bradley,
No Sale too Near or, too Far. 2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
-

Solano,

No Sale too Large or Small,
'

can have

You

SALE BILL

printed and make dates at the
Spanish-America-

Office.

n

P. M.

3,

E. L. PRATT, Pastor,

LODGE DIRECTORY

Roy

New Mexico.
Gordon's Defense of Khartum..
For sheer duration General Gordon's
iroIc defense of Khartum excelled all
sortero sieges, for It lasted 817 days,
or Just nine days shorter than the Russian retention of Sebastopol. Unfortunately, as we all know, Its termination was a tragedy, embittered by the
fact that a very few days later the
would-b- e
army of relief arrived, only
in time to pick up the threads of a

I.

0.0. F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 45
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

pvy $y saysm sjj

Evening

,m

pitiful disaster.

Visiting Brothers always
come. .

wel-

Mrlville Floersheim,

N. G.

Wm, G.
Woman's Tribute to Man. i
A more or less extended experience
as a breadwinner has taught me a
iioblé charity for man'. Martha E.
'
Hidden.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Secy.

He Patronizes Me!
For Croup
"Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
splendid for croup," writes Mrs. Edward Hassett, Frankfort, N. Y.. "My
children have been quickly relieved of
attacks of this dreadful complaint by
its use." This remedy contains no
opium or other narcotic and may be
giyen to a child as confidently as to an
adult.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

REFERENCES:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

Visiting Sisters welcome

Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank,
Mills, N.'M

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

by-produ- cts

Swift & Company, U.

(

President
Miss ulxjan Grinkr, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Mrs. O. W. HEARN,

and LIVERY

ROY,

Swift & Company

8 and 10 a m.
7 30 p.m.

at

Fr. Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge.

Rev.

EuTso Mechanic
ST A.

C.B, STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

The Farmer Receives More Than Five

s

First Sunday in each month.
Service? 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Attorney at Law

commend in many of our readers
that they remember the date
they are paid up to.

Supt.

Abernathy,

G. R.

BAPTIST

J. B. LÜSK

anotheryear.it is a habit we

of training.

I

R oy Garag e

for

The Navy Recruiting department has revised its ruling now
so that boys of 17 years may enlist with the consent of their
parents. It is a great opportunity
for boys who have not other
plans for a future and i means a
liberal education in a few years

L

I

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

Carlos Branch has resigned his
position with the Wilson Store at
Mills and is home for a short va
cation. He will go to El Paso
next week to investigate a posit
ion offered him there.
S-- A

mI

v

Have you seen the Ford Model T One Ton
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered Ihe American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
Ford motor,
and a direct worm drive,
this
truck will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars: the supreme
value from point of effective service and low
cost of operation and maintenance. The Ford
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
We'll assist buyers on the body question.
Come in and let's talk it over.

-

were fully occupied ; they were still
filled with (he spirit of adventure,
G.R. Abernathy managed to looking forward rather than back.
Now, however, the fighting Is at an
secure a release from the Federal-petit-- end. Thty
are going to remain, most
jury
at Albuquerque and of them, many months doing work
returned home Tuesday, He felt wmcn win oe neittier exciting nor
particularly Interesting. They
got
that he had served quite a long lonesome, bored and terribly will
home
Sentence" and thinks some of sick.
"The $170,000,000 raised In the
the "Defendants" are not a lot
United War Work drive Is to be
worse off than the jurymen who used precisely to bridge over this period by providing
are still on the job.
recreation and
Rut no amount of mere
Most of the cases were for boot- - amusement
money expended In such a way will be
eggers and other violators of the enough. What these boys really want
regulation at Military Cdmps. Is hot diversion, but human Interest
sympathy.
These things express
The term of Federal Court is like and
ed 'In letters from home will warm
y to last for two months unless their hearts and create á home atclosed by the Flu, which is very mosphere around them, even while
are absent from the family circle.
prevalent in Albuquerque. Some they
"Such letters may be a very necesmembers of the jury were at sity sheet anchor to windward In the
tacked while in the jury box, case of some boys. The thought of
some one waiting for them, counting
and others while shut up in the on them, will more than anything
jury room with the others so it else, make them hold back and think
twice before plunging Into situations
was a great place to spread it.
which might mean harm and unhap-plnes- s
for them,

7

nr. UNIVERSAL CAR

ÍÜ;

The coming session of the Leer
islatare will be so nearlv all T?
publican that party will be'en- tirely responsible for all legislation. It is an opportunity of a life
time for a party with a shacty
past in this state to make a re- card that will entrench it in pow
er for the .future. The question
Í3 will they do it or will they let
a bunch of political crooks contro
the full
of families find
friends here In this country, If It Is to
E.D. Choate will read the
the legislation again and thus
be solved successfully. Every
give cause for the people to"Lock for another year as evidenced by has a son, o brother, must help.one who
"While the war was on our boys
the barn after the horse is stolen the check he hands us.
S--

A.

S

hi

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. MJ
Your
at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.

&"w,mVjr

Charles Chanman. PrnnWprnr

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Roy Telephone Co.

bteam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot ánd Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej
Main Business District

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Tourists and

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the right place.

Solano, Mosquero," Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
Efficient Service- nected.
1

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E Gilstrap,, Mgr.

Great Acts Live
net docs :i ft nprl'j'i with ty.
fe o. (ho man v.'ho performed
"ves nnd prows up ;it0 the livesit; It
and
acts of thnre who .survive him and
)úh nirmory.-QMj- crai
Sir
.
A

old-tim-

j

WH-ilm- m

Kobei-tson-

THE

.
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Liberty Garag e
Blacksmith & Machine Shop

C U.

Mora, New Mexico

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines

in

charge

Gas and Oils:
Welding,

Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines. '
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Re-bor-

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

'

Reasonable Rates.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPART MENT

Coin Inventions of Americans.
There Is an English proverb which
commends ns a cure "a Imlr of the dog
that bit you." And It Is an Ink resting
fiict, though hardly a coincidence, If
national Inventive characteristics be
borne In mind,, that one of the most
flendiy
machines, which
(he world owes to the nonius of one
American, the late Sir nirnni Maxim,
rtwuld have found Its antidote the
"tank" In a device directly Inspired
by the Invention of a compatriot, Mr.
Benjamin Holt.

Ana tne Hra Lett.
"Semper Molls." noiionm-edth tty
bo. "Dut's me." "file Kemper," chirped
the hofld of iho limine, nnl the bulldog
promptly responded.
Louisville
Courier-Jo-

urnal.

V

,

;
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WE HRVE
GIVE IT

uoy

Frank L. Schultz,

Col. Frank O. White,

entist!

Dr. Hannah,

Reliable Medium of Exchange,

Stanf ill &Hannah
of

'

Tucumcari,

Farm Loans,

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,"
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

1919

-

.

A,

.'

.320 Acres, 300 acres Plow-2- 0
acres canyon with good
Spring; 2 miles of extra
good fence, Five miles from

town, 4evel road,
under cultivation,

60 acres,

$7.00 an Acre,

Will buy it if taken Soon,

Make inquiry of the

S--

at $750, f.

o, b, Dearborn, Mich.,

as heretofore.
C. B. Stubblefield Co.
Roy, N.M.
Distributors,

Money to Loan
ON LAND

MILLS,

NewMex.

NEW MEX.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, ti. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Nov. 13 1913
Notice is hereby given that
Adelaida Espinoza of WagonMound,N-M.whon Aug. !)th 1915 made Home
stead Entry No 024386 for Wl-SE- J
&
Sec. 7,
Ei.SWi,
Township 20 N Range 24 li. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
lore Star by A. Foutz. U S. Com. at
Wagon Mound N.M. on Dec. 2S 1918.

o

.Claimant names as .witnesses:
Juan Andres Espinoza, Macario Sando
va!. Vencelaus Sandoval, Vevibiana
Sandoval,
all of Wagon Mound. N.M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of The Interior, U. S.
U. S. Land Office santa Fe. New Mov
,
Nov. 13 1918.
Notice is hereby eiven that
Olmedo 'Sanchez, of Wagon Mound,
N, M. , who, on July 8, 1915 made
Homestead entry. No. 024120, for NE1
NEJ Sec. 17, SEJ SEi Sec. 8, SjSWi.
Sec. 9, Twp. 21 N R. 24 E., N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of Intention to
nake Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before Stanley A. Foutz, U. S.
at Wagon Mound, N. M.
1918.

Daniel Sanchez
Juan E. Lueero
Alejaedro Durari,
Bernardo Duran
all of Wagon Mound, N. M,
'

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

Ü6.

Claimant names as witnesses:

12-2- 1

"

RECORD OF YOUR EXPENSES AND
CHECK ON WASTE.
YOU WILL ALWAYS HAVE THE RIGHT CHANGE WHICH
WILL SAVE A LOT OF ANNOYANCE IN THE COURSE

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
Physician' in Charge.
We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches, jjg
Separats from "the Hospital, For Tubercular Patients.

OF

WE

A

YEAR.

ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS

Roy Trust& Savings Bank
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

December 2d, 1918,

.

Dec. 10 1913

Notice is hereby given that . ,4
Notice is hereby given tbat "TSM
Delfina Agullar, of Roy, New Mexico, Charles T. Wright,
Roy New Mexico
who, on Sept 30th, 1915, uhder Act of who on June 11 1914 made Homestead
Entry 018001,. for EJ; Sec. 7 Twp. ZÍÜ
Ftbr , 19th, 1909
made Homestead Entry No. Range 27 5, N. M. P. M., has filed no024820, for SWJ SWJ, Sec. 25:
tice of intention to make Three Year
Sec. 2Ü&NEJ, Sec 35, Twp. Proof, to establish claim to the land
19, N. Range 24, E.. NMPM. has filed ibove described, before F. H. Foster,
notice of intention to make Final U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New Mex-- ''
Three Year Proof to establish claim" New Mexico.
to the land above described, before
Jan.211919"
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
" :
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Claimant names as witnesses:
M,
Beard
J.
Davis'
Herb
... January 15th, 1919.
J. S, Christman
J. N. Wright
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Roy Néw Mexico,
Juan Isidro Romero, Seferino Carcia
PAZ VALVERDE,
Florencio Esquibel, Vicente Martinez
Register.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
i ll
Delgado,
Francisco
4
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
SJ-S-

SEi-SW-

L

Department of the Interior, U. S, Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
December 2d,. 1918,

SEé-NEJ-

'

FRANCISCO

DELOADO:

Register.

Helped.
Betty heard her father say at the
areakfaBt table, after having sat up
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land late the night before, writing for a
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
lecture: "I could have filled another
page with ease if I hadn't been so
November, 13 1918
tired, but I guess this will have to
Notice is hereby given that
In a few moments Betty
Francisco A.Esquibel, of Sabinoso, N. do."
emerged from the library with a piece
M.who on Sept. 29 1915, made HE no Bf
pnper covered with the letter "E."
024813 for SWi-SESec, 25, "Now, daddy," she exclaimed, "don't
v
NWJ-NESec, 26;
i
worry; I filled the page for you!"
i
sec.35, Twp. 18N,vng24B,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenWhat Do Yeu Think of ThatT
tion to make three year proof, to esIs an aspect of spider and fly
There
tablish claim to the land above dewhich fabulists and naturalrelation
scribed before W H Wiilco. U. S.
alike have overlooked. An
ists
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
has brought the microscope to
Dee. 23 1918.
ear on many house flies and finds that
Claimant r.ames as witnesses:
the pnrastte upon that hnrefnl insect
Esteban Cordova Alejandro Maestas Is often nn Immature tpider.
Too
Marcelino Esquibel
Zacarías Ebell weak yet to spin its web It makes the'
Sabina"so,
Roy, N.M, fly Its winged pnlfrey, and courses
12-FRANCISCO DEÓGADO, from place to place nt the will of Its
Pegnsus per' Reci'ste.r. captive; either until
ishes naturally or presumably until the
rider has grown up nnd is able to make
meal of his charger.
How Betty

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

J;

i;

EJ-N-

J;

NEi-NW-

'

FAIR VIE W PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
'
Patent 'Medicines
PerodicalsTand Stationery

'

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

J;

SKj-SE-

TIME

DEPOSITS.

Notice is hereby given that
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Heiry G. Horn, of Milla, N. M. who,
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
on
." Nov. 13.
June 14, 1915, and July 28, 1915,
1918
made Homes'ead entry 023898 and ad
Notice Is hereby given that
Sec, 13;
Erskin B. Cropp, of Sabinoso, N. Mex ditional 024275, for
,
;.
i,
Sec. 14;
who on June 10,1915. msde Additional
N
23
and WJ NWJ, Stc. 24, Twp,
H-no. ,O23f80, for NEJ-SELot 1, Sec.
21 North
Rangj, 24,Eas- tSec. 17; and Lot 1 Sec. 20
Twp. 16 N,
R24E. NMPM.
has N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
filed notice of intention to make "three tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
year proof, to establish claim to the to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
land above described, betore
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
Elíseo C.Cordova, U.S Commissioner
Mexico, on the 15th day of Jan.
New
Trementina New Mexico.on Dec.23,'18.
1919.
Claimant names, as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
L. M. Howe,
Benturo Quintana,
Mrs. Emma Seaman, Ed: Cheney
Petrnilo Quintana
Roman Quintana
T. A. Turner,
R. E. Anderson,
All of Trementina, New Mexico.
all of Mills, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Francisco Delgado, Register
Register

'

,

IT ISA PERFECT

12-2-

on Dec.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

MONTH'S TRIAL.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Pays on loan day application is made.

The Plumlee Hospital
ROY,

a monkey rllmlm the more of a monkey
becomes. Faterson Call.

ie

12 21

J. C. Wood,

FOR YOU

A

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,

entire output V
Present production
at the
Ford plant is 1000 a day but is
expected to reach 3000 in ninety
days. The company has unfilled
orders for 50, 000 cars. No change
in prices is contemplated at present.
Mrs. Isley's Letter
In a recent letter Mrs. D. W. Isley
There will be no immediate
of Litchfield, 111., says, "I have used
change
in the price for the Ford-so- n
Chamberlain's Tablets for disorders
tractor, which will continue
of the stomach and as a laxative, and

A

BOOK

IF
WILL START A CHECKING ACCOUNT FOR JUST
ONE MONTH WE BELIEVE YOU'LL SAY THAT YOU
WOULD'NT GIVE UP YOUR CHECK BOOK IF YOU HAD
TO PAY OUT REAL MONEY TO KEEP IT.

The new. Ford cars are to be
equipped with an electric starter
A new and progressive Business Enterprise
No additional charge .will be
made for the starter, which will
To meet the demads , of the Community for a
be standard equipment for 1919
.
Past 14 years in Denver, on as many cars as the output ol
now of
the starter plant will permit. It
is possible this may be fitted only
on the closed cars at first.
rrt
OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS
ine starter to De usee is one
'
developed and now in production
by the Liberty Starter Co, which'
Will be in ROY Regularly in was organized originally to build
starters for the Government and
future.
obtained a contract for 16,500 of
His next dates will be
them. Some of these have been
Jan.4-5&6furnished for use on Government
tanks and other automotive equip
ment for the American ExpediPoop Pattern.
Office in the old Telephone Building, ROY, N. M.
The trouble with the average self, tionary Forces, The Government
made roan la the poor selection of his
contract has been canceled, and
pattern.
I Heredity.
it is understood he Ford Motor
Some people never pet over their
Co. has contracted to absorb the birth
nnd raising. The higher In a tree

FOR SALE or will trade for
a good Ford or other light
A team of big Mules
car
and good set of heavy all leather Harness, worth $350.
Inquire .at the S-- office

A HANDY CHECK

YOU

Proprietors,

Land Bargain

'

ninn-ktllin- g

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

have found them a quick and sure relief." If you are troubled with indigestion or constipation these tablets
will do you good."

Ml

uviM

CAN

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out am we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

,

r.

Al Matters entrusted to an dispatched with Promptness and Accuro
Your Business Kcupectfullr Solicited

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic,

'

Jtartyoup.bo'i

i

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Garage
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

THIS IS THE WAY TO

J. Taylor, Abstracto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing; Repair Work
Expert Wood Work; J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment.

Automobile Accessaries,
Repair Work,

Tom.

Strong, County Treasure:

,

Valuable Brick Mate.
Tin; slime, which aecumulntes nt the
rarious mines in the Kolnr gold fields,
u India, is now being mixed with clay
md made Into bricks, Instead of being
.
Tcated as n waste product, ns hereto-.'oreThe bricks made in this way are
said to be superior to those neqtiired
from outside sources and are used extensively in lining circular slinfts and
ther const ruction work carried on by
Later on It is
;he. mining companies.
ciny cruelbrick,
fire
".sod
make
to
iroi
iríilleiul stone. Popular
lies, nt

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 10,

1913

Notice is hereby given that
of Bueyeros N.
Nicklaus Hyoz,

M.

who, on Dec. 17 1913, addl. April 13lh,
made H. E. no. 016014, addl. no. 022931
Sec. 12 Twn. 19N
.for' NWJ; SWJ-NEJ;

N M. P. M., haa
E,
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
U. S. Commisoner
F. H. Foster,
his office in Roy,. New Mexico, on the
Jan. 21,1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ben Beller
.
A. Beiler
Pedro Texier of Bueyeros New Mex.
T. E, Mitchell of Albert New Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Range

30

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec.

10

lOld

Notice is hereby given that John
H. Hornbaker, of Roy N. M. , who on
June 2, 1911, and addl. Jan, 4, 191
made H. E, No. 020214 and addl. No.
021450 for lota
and 8 Sec. 1, T
20 N, R 25 E. Lots 3, 4, Sec. 3Í, T 2IN
R 26E, Lots 1,2,3,4, Sec.0, Twp. 20N R
26E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of

,

intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
'
Jan. 23, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lue Peiffer
Virgil II a torn
J. F. Gibson
J. H. Mahoney '
all of Roy,New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Reg.stcr.

Notice

for publication

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 10 1918
Notice is hereby given that r iiy ,
of Bueyeros N. M.
Tito M. Vigil,
who on Nov. 21, 1913, made H, E. .No.
0KÍ936 for SEJ, Sec. 17, Iwp. Zl Si.
Range 31 K., New Mexico .
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- fore Register and Receiver a Clayton
21 1U1'
New' Mexico, on January,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Leandro Vigil Candelario Vigil
Juan F. Garcia
Abran Garcia'
All of Buejeroa scw Mexico
PAZ

Jduinaiu.
.

,

VALVERDE,

Register.
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flic Paíron Saini

warm yourself and let me take the
baby.
You haven't" put his
Why I
shoes on."
"He hasn't any," sighed the woman.
"Walt a minute. I have a pair."
And the old man brought the shoes
which he had looked at the evening
before and put them on the child's
feet. They fitted perfectly.Hour after hour went by, and although many people passed the window, the Master did not come. When
it grew durk the old man sadly began

of CLristinas
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? Christmas Superstitions
this

Christmastide and
Coming Year may we con'
I

i

stántly give that greatest gift
of love Service to the
cause of right and justice, to
our fellow man and to our
Country. Thus giving we
shall merit that joy which
comes only to those of whom
Christ said: "Well done."

in Homes of Our Allies
OF the new world and
the modem customs are always deeply interested In
any quaint beliefs or unusual mannerisms of the
countries aeross the ocean.
Particularly have the habits of England and France held us; the former
because she Is our mother couutry, the
latter because of the unquenchable
dear memory of Lafayette, and more
recently because of tlmt name spirit so
gloriously upheld today by France's
noble sons. And this holiday time
finds us with our eyes turned thitherward for a more poignant reason for,
there aren't many homes who cannot
claim a father, a son or a brother "over
'
there."
And it Is well to know some of the
homely,
sweet little superstitions
which prevail among the people of our
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roar of the cities

Over the Ml an& the Oells ,

'with amessap'eofrtfaec

to the natioi$ ,

theheavtifvlJ3ethlehemheík
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Spirit

and under the spur of conservation pleas wrongly understood, there is danger
this year that something of
the Christmas spirit will be
lost. Never before has It been more
important that it should not be. The
Christmas spirit as well as civilization
and liberty must be saved. The world
Is in the midst of a war that is wrenching men's hearts; a nation that has
made peace its emblem Is throwing itself and every resource into the conflict; on all sides sons have parted
from mothers and fathers; news of
casualties Is being received. Under
such circumstances It might be natural
for the weak to yield to depression.
This must not be. There is a brave
and cheery side to the picture, which
must be kept constantly in our hearts
,
and minds.
Preserving and accelerating the
Christmas spirit of other years will
help do this; omission of the usual
acts of kindness and generosity will
add needlessly to the depression that
all are trying to drive from them.
Hearts were never in greater need of
cheering than this year. Nor was
there ever greater need for an outlet
of the spirit of kindness and generosity in man. We are engaged In the unpleasant business of bringing to her
senses by force a brutal government
That is the task of the hour. But it
should not be permitted to blind cur
eyes to the things wholly of the spirit,
to dull sensibilities into disregard of
obligations less pressingly- Important,
but equally essential to the preservation of the finest type of American
manhood and womanhood.
That is
why charities in war times should be
more generously supported thanin
days of peace; why this Christmas
should be made, If possible, cheerier
and happier than any Christmas that
has gone before.
There are some people who cannot
afford to observe this Christmas as
they have observed it in years preceding. There are others who can bet--tafford to be generous than ever.
All should give In proportion. There,
is no reason why they should not, and1
every reason why they should. Not to
do so will be unpatriotic and selfish,
er

vymp',

'

TLe CLrísíinas
Wherever there ti sickness
May Santa Gaus bring health;
Wherever there is poverty
May Santa Gar bring weallh.
Wherever one - weeping
May tear, to smiles giv way,
Wherever sadness hovers
May joy come Christmas day.

N THE grim business of war,

k.--i

f(

(

For you to come with your reindeer,
Anrf Vrinrf Vi nvQ vnn'wa rfnt for ma
Right down into this chimmeny.
r Can't Keep my head up very straight,
So hope you won't be awfly late,
Might go to sleep in this big chair..
So Santa, if you really care
To meet me, as I hope you do,
malt a tmiip- - ramrfoof rrrr Q iricflftt íVmI1
'Cause if this date you're going to Keep,
Do hurry 'fore I go to sleep.

.

MIL

Ki

EAR Santa Claus, I'm waiting here

w

f

'"'"

.

mm
JU SAATTAflT--

to prepare his humble supper. "It was
OT long ago there lived In a dream," he murmured. "Well, I did
the city of Marseilles an old hope. P.ut he has not come." After
shoemaker, Hrvcd and hon- supper' he fell asleep In his chair.
ored by all his tielglibors, Suddenly the room seemed full of the
who culled hi in "Father
T-T- -j
1
Jlartirk" One Christmas eve
J
Father Martin, who bud been reading
the story of the three wise men who
brought their gifts to the infant Jesus,
said to himself:
"If only tomorrow were the- first
Christmas day ami the Savior were
coming to this world tonight how I
would serve and adore him I I know
very well what I would give him."
He arose and took from a slielf two
little shoes. "Here Is what I would
give him, my finest work.
How
pleased his mother would be!
I5ut
what am I thinking Of?" he continued,
smiling.
"Does the Savior peed my
poor shop and my shoes?"
xImt thnt night Father Martin had
a dream. He thought tlmt the rolce
of Jesus himself said to him : "Martin,
you have wished o see me. Watch
the street tomorrow from morning until evening, for I shall pass your way."
When he awoke the next morning.
Father Martin, convinced that what
he liad dreamed would surely take
place, hastened to put his shop In
order, lighted his fire, drank his coffee
and then seated himself at the
to watch the pnssersby.
The first person he saw was a poor
street sweeper, who was trying to
warm himself, for It was bitter cold.
"Poor man!" said Martin to himself. "He must be very cold. Suppose I offer him a cup of coffee."
Watched the Passersby.
He tapped on the window and called
to the man, who did not have to be people whom he had aided during the
urged to accept the steaming coffee.
day, and each one asked of him in (x
After watching in vain for an hour turn: "Have you not seen me?"
Father Martin saw a youfig woman,
"Hut who are you?" cried the shoemiserably clothed, carrying a baby. maker to all these visions.
She was so pule and thin that the
Then the little child pointed to the
heart of the poor cobbler was touched, Bible on the table, and his rosy finger
and he called to her. "You don't look showed the old man this passage :
very well," he said.
"Whosoever shall receive ono of Kj,
"I am going to the hospital," replied these little ones recelveth me." "I was
the woman. "I hope they will take me anhungered and ye gave me ment; I
in with my child. My husband is at was thirsty and ye gave me drink; I
was a stranger and ye took me in.
sea. I am sick and haven't a cent."
"Poor thing!" said the old man. . . . Terlly I say unto you, inas"You must eat some bread while you much as ye have done it unto one of
are getting warm. No? Well, take a the least of these my brethren ye have
cup of milk for the little one. Come, done It unto me."

allies.

In England and in Scotland the saying goes that it Is unlucky for anybody
but a brunette to first cross the threshold on Christmas morning.
To bake bread on Christmas day Is
praiseworthy, and loaves baked then
will never grow moldy. In these times
of scarcity of flour, the poor loaves do
not stand half a chance to mold!
Woe to the housewife who on this
day turns a mattress. It bodes 111 luck
for the whole year.
A superstition which had its origin
'
In Devonshire tells us that it Is bad
form and 111 luck indeed not to wish
the bees good morning and the compliments of the season. On Christmas eve
the hives are decorated with springs
of green and a bit of red ribbon. Tls
also said that bees sing all night on
. :í
4
Christmas eve. But bees are rather
perpetual singers, anyway.
The graceful traditions prevail, in
northern England and Wales, that the
birds and beasts have some mystic
connection with the Nativity.' Hence,
Oh, Teddy Bear, I'm glad you
the farmers and landowners purchase
came,
sheaves of oats from little boys who
1 lilte wild
animal what'
sell them as our boys sell holly. These
'
tame.
bundles are placed In convenient high
? I'm not afraid to squeeze you
places In trees and fences, that the
birds may partake. The cattle, sheep,
,ause yu won t snat r naP
goats, and even the pigs, are all given
v
jj
or bite.
double the amount of feedings on
I'll take you with me ev'ry
Christmas morning.
day,
In Lyons, France, at the Foondllng
Togezzef we will romp and
hospital, a very pretty custom Is to
welcome the first baby that arrives
...
W
X. :L.
J..'- - y tor with special honors a beribbonert
.
nigni uinc,. loo my ucane
"i
cradle, padded basket, soft clothing,
W Ted,
You'll snuggle by me in my
solicitude and a bestowal of gifts, and
careful attention. ThU is done In exbed.
piation of the poor welcome given to a
I
will
you
cross,
not
am
...di
Wee Child of Bethlehem 20 centuries
Í? ' care,
ago, and a beautiful thought It is. I
K You'll nlwnv K niv Ttdw
In some provinces In France it Is
Bear. '
considered bad luck to cross a strange
threshold on Christmas day.

DATE Wl'ffi
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'

To tvery heart that's aching
Mav neace and comfort
- - rnm
"'"Vl
And may an outlook rosy
bupplant each outlook glum.
May friends now separated
Soon reunited be,
And every one find gladness
Upon his Christmas tree.

Keep Christmas. ,
"There is a better thing than the
observance of Christmas and that Is
keeping Christmas."
Henry Van
Dyke.

'

Let It Stop

it That

A white Christmas is well enough;
but it need not embroider Its benefactions by adding frostbitten toes.
UNDER THE MISTLETOE.

THE
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iiuMwrtant to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottla (if
'ASTORIA, that famous old remedy
or inrnnts ana cniiareo, and lee that It
Beara th
Signature of
,
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Be Imppr. Use Rfed Crow Bag Blue;
better thun liquid blue. Delights
the lsundrew. All grocers. Adv.
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United Stare? In the first six months
of 1918 'produced 20,000 ton
of
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Cutlcura Complexions. .
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soup.
dally and Ointment as needJ
the complexion clear, acalp clean and
hands soft nnd white.. For free samples address "QuUcura, .Dept. X, Bo
ton." Sold by druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
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HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
IF YOUR BACK ACHES
r

Do yon feel tired and "worn-ou- t
Are you nervous and Irritable! Don't
sleep well at olghtT Have a "dragged
out," unrested feeling when you get
pp In the morning
Dizzy spells? Bilious? Bud taste In the mouth, backache, pain or soreness In the loins,
and abdomen? Severe distress when
urinating, bloody, cloudy urine or sediment? 'All these Indicate gravel of
stone In the bladder, or taat the poisonous microbes, which are always In
your system, haF attacked your
'
- 7" ' '
fou should "use GÓLÍK MEDAL
naarlem Oil Capsules Immediately.
The oil soaks gently Into the walls
antl;llning of the kldneys,nd the
genps.'whjh are
cniiHlng tlje Inflammation. are' 'Immediately '.attacked ftjtd chased; out of
your, systeni .without Inconvenience or
pain.
.j 'i- jy

Don't Ignore the "little pains and
aches," especially backaches. They
may be little now but there Is no telling how soon a dangerous or fatal disease of which they are the forerun- ners may show Itself. Go after the
cause of that backache at once, or you
may find yourself la the grip of an In'
curable disease.
Do not delay a minute. Go to your
druggist and Insist on his supplying
you with a box of GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. 'In 24 hours
you will feel renewed health and vigor.
After you have cured yourself, continue to take one or two Capsulen
each day bo as to keep In flrst-ela- s
condition, anttjynrd-oi-f
'the; Hanger of
future attacks. Money refunded If
they do- not helpiyou. 'Ask. for the

kid-ney- a.
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brand, and thus be surtí of getting the
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Girls think it unlucky to lose the
chance of getting an opal.
View of Treves, TieadquhrTers of the Amerienn army of oécupntMrt-li'OrmnnyS Flye'liiiii'dred French
In San Francisco on their way from, the European battle front to Slfteria.'
von flower nnd dcuretteir
oj
worKors. o une or tne Hundreds of luiproviHed schnolliouses iiwted in northern France hr
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PRESCRIPTÍÜ.1
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"that's what thousands of fanners
While "tbe allied nations, generally JutiirSlav republics Wiloh k hopes for
ay, who have cone from the U. S. to
agreeing that the former kaiser and International recognition, and in Cut'
Por many years druei!(t hsre watched
Settle nn hnmratMH nr hinr anA In Wa(an
his fellow .conspirators' must be turo, Dnlinatla, an armed conflict. It with much interest the remarkable record
Canada. Canada's Invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
brought to trial for their .crimes; are Is said, was averted only by the active maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta is eanecialiv aHmctivc Sh
great kidney, liver and bladder medidiscussing ways and means of bringfarmers to make money and happy, prosperous homes for themselves
Intervention of the commander of Ihe the
cine.
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to feed the world.
ing this about, William Hohenzollern
American contingent there.
Prince
It is s physician's prescription.
is preparing to resist extradition from Alexander of Serbia has been made
Swamp Root is s strengthening medi
Holland, and is getting ready his deYou Can
regent of the state' of
160
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and blad
fense in case Wilhelmina's govern
.
do
natura
der
the
work
intended
their
m
or
lands
other
very
at
prices.
low
Where you can bny (ood farm
'
ment does give him up. The Dutch
do.
Conditions In Vienna and In Ger- abould
land at $1S to $30 per acre that will raise 20 to 45 bushels of $2
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
premier declares the former emperor man
Austria generally are growing It is sold by all druggists on its merit
to
wheat the acre it's easy to become prosperous. Canadian farmers
and
Is entitled to the right of sanctunry in
desperate. Food and coal are almost it should help you. No other kidney medialso grow wonderful crops of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed FarmHolland, nnd is not interned, since he
ing ia fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent
exhausted and the former soldiers, cine bas so many friends.
went there ns a private citizen after who
oraases. lull of nutrition ara fh nntu frwt Mnnlrl !l,
Be sure to get bwamp-Roo- t
and start
are said to possess KW.01K) lilies
., vU.n.
renouncing his throne, uud that his nnd many
Stek
in
fir Astirv mirrwoM P.vwl mrhrv.im mvA
machine guns, have de- treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
riiTTrrr
return to Germany cannot be legally clared that unless food
markets
convenient;
climate
Write
for
excellent
literature
speedarrives
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
and particulars aa to reduced railway rates to Supt of Imdemanded.
In taking this position
ily they will be at liberty to find it Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for s
migration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
he asserts, Holland Is not unneutral where tfcey
can. The Czechs could sample bottle. When writing be sure and
but is obesrvlng the law and treaties. send the Austrians
W. V. UENNETT
food nnd fuel, but mention this paper. Adv.
An unconnrmeu
report came across will not do so until the
Room 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.
agree
to
that Willlum attempted suicide, and the Czech claims for latter
Canadian Government Agent
!
certuln Austr
It might be well to remember that
other stories have him quite ill.
German territory. The Vienna author- fart men are usually slow pay.
ities are praying for the arrival of alItebecca Witiborne, who made tb
Premier Ebert, who may not become lied troops preferably Americans, to
MERCIER NEVER LOST FAITH
first Confederate flag, Is dead In Hal
the first presldent'of the German re- check the rising disorder and
,
public, appears to be gaining the upPersecuted Belgian Cardinal Always tlmore at eighty-seve...
-per hand, though slowly and with difConfident That God Would Save
ficulty.
Doctor Liebkuecht and his
the Unhappy Country.
y
Bolshevik power In Russia is
Spartaeus group have been badly
dwindling but there Is little
worsted In several elections for memCardinal Mercler, archbishop of Maelse lu that country to encourage the
bers of the soldiers and workmen's
linos, Belgium, was not actually Imallies. Admiral Kolchak, who was
be
council, and his advertised revolution made
prisoned by the Germans, but his freedictator at Omsk, Is disposed to
resulted only In a series of rather cooperate with the allied forces, but
dom was restricted. Ills offense was
of
bloody riots in Berlin and some other
the Issuing of a pastoral letter to his
their governments have not recognized
cities.
There are other elements, him. The Russians and the Czechs
people In January, 1915, In which he
sneeze!
however that enter into the complisaid: "I have gone through most of
do not know what the American and
cated situation, notably the Prussian Japanese policies
Women all over the world realize more the places in my diocese which have
are they are not
and more
their work at home helped been wasted. . . . What I have
Guard nnd other still intact bodies of alone
in thatand the latter are re- the men that
at the Front. It involved
troops that refuse to disarm and Join ported
to be hard pressed by their en- great sacrifices, hard work and unusual seen of the ruins and the ashes passes
wholeheartedly with the socialists emies In some quarters.' Meanwhile,
QUININE
In spite of my most
CASCARA
physical
strength. Women at home anything thnt,
when they return from the front. according to
Stockholm advices, a should study nursing for the home. A good acute fears, I could ever have ImagThis, in the opinion of some Germans,
new government for Russia Is being way to learn is to ask your druggist for a ined. . . . Churches, schools, char-ltnhpreportends a
Institutions, hospitals, convents,
formed In that city under the leader- copy or send 50c to publisher ol tne
Standard cold remedy; for 10 year hi table
sumably for the restoration of the ship
of former Premier Trepoff, Prince "Medical Adviser," 663 Ma-'- St., Buffalo, to a considerable number, are unfit for form eafe, sure, no opietes breaks up cold
monarchy; and a nucleus for such a Volkonsky, Baron Taube and
24 hours relieves grip In i days, alone
Senator N. Y, and get a copy of their 1,000 page use or are in ruins. Whole villages In
beck If it fails. The genuine box has a Red top
movement has been provided by Prince
book bound in cloth, with chapters on have almost disappeared. .. . God
Jassiadko. It is alleged this governwith Mr. Hill's picture. At Ail Drug Stares,
Henry of Prussia, brother of the for- ment will be supitorted by the
entente First Aid, Taking Care of the Sick or will suve Belgium, Iny brothers, we
mer kaiser, who has proclaimed . the
and will carry on matters of state In Wounded, Physiology, Hygiene, Anato- cannot doubt it. Let us say, rather,
establishment of a royalist party In Stockholm until the bolshevikl are my, Sex Problems, Mother and Babe. he Is saving her. Is there a single
Germany. For the present the Prus- finally
In southern Russia Nobody, man or woman, can do good patriot who does not feel that glory
crushed.
sian Guard is supporting Ebert.
Which of us
Grand Duke NIcholalevltch, former work when health is impaired. If a has come to Belgium?
The executive committee of the solcommander In chief of the Russian woman is nervous or has dizzy spells, would hnve the courage to tear out
Free illustrated book teRs hows
diers and workmen's council Invited armies, is
suffers from awful pains at regular or ir- the last page of our history? Which
in command of a
la DIMANO IN BKNVEsi SJ,
bolshevists
Russian
to Berlin to force of Cossacks. What formidable
for all yew western raw fore"I CeyoMe.Skunhe.aemkrwta,
regular intervals she should turn to a tonic of us can look without pride on the
his inten''I
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part
a conference
take
VVtMcetabnngbigmoneynere.
tions are is not stated. Tlie bolshevikl made up of herbs, and without alcohol, splendor of the glory that our
'
Denver closest and beet market
ber 16, but the cabinet has asked the In the Volga region continue to attack which makes weak women strong and sick
on earth for Western Trepner m
has won?"
STEPHENS
Russian government not to send these the Russo-alllewomen well.
It is Dr. Pierce's Favorite
e4 Denver U the IsrvMt nrlu.!e
forces, without
We,UrnK.wF'ur.lllthwrle
delegates, because of the "present
chirmnscMnmaMoii-ntw- re
Enthusiastic
What is doing in Siberia, if Prescription. Send Dr. Pierce, Buffalo,
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situation in Germany." The cabinet anything, Is concealed by the Japanese N. Y., 10 ccpts for trial package.
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was much disturbed by the rash boast
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ing of Joffe, bolshevlst ambassador
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In expectancy.
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(he door to be ulammed nor the noise of
"Yes, and figures two to a shell."
will find little support for atand
the children.
It would almost make me crtsj. Louisville Courier-JournaTrappers' Coide, Par Price Lplan to Introduce Russian methods
helpPrescription"
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The anxiety of the German people
U.S.A.
Celerada,
Otnver,
1 certainly thank Ood that my husband
pation. Willie the Germans in the spell.
picked np one oí Dr. Plerce'a pampblete three
patriot," said Uncle Eben,
"Pe
real
is greatly increased by the belief that
occupied territory are giving their months ao and got me the 'Prescription.' In
"Is de man dat followed de music of
the allies will not conclude a peace conquerors
I ara on the second bottle of the
form.
little trouble, they main tablet
'Prmcriptlon' now and 1 have found by personal
de band el'ar over to whur de sho
until a stable form of government Is
woman's friend." airs.
ipeiionce that If Is
haughty
even
tain
their
and
Insolent
miff light in' was."
established, and that their chances of
Be. tea reasonable, Ulabasl reiennuee. neMaerrleee,
Ida Lott. Suit Henry St.
demeanor,
getting food from their conquerors are purpose orand unbend only for the
getting
benefits.
trade
very slim while disorder rules in their
There Is not the slightest trace of
land. In order to give the Ebert govrepentance for the (Times of tlielr
ernment a parliamentary basis the
government and their armies,
reichstag probably will be convened former
and east of the Rhine those armies
soon. Incidentally, Ebert hns got rid
When you
Full Feeling
Heartburn. Gas, Bloat, and
are being received us uuconquered
of Doctor Solf, who hn,s resigned as
heroes and hailed as the chief sup
minister of foreign affairs.
eatiná.
ONE
port of the new state.
K- aThe American
commanders
have
President Wilson was vociferously
chosen not to Interfere with the civil
welcomed when he landed at Brest life of t lie Inhabitants of the occu
isiaes?
Friday. His Journey to Paris was u pied cities more than is absolutely
I
1
triumphal progress, and at the cap- necessary. But In the regions occu
ftp
I I
W
W Na?
The pied by the French and British strict
ital he was wildly acclaimed.
welcome he received from the civil regulations are enforced.
When the
FOR YOUR
and military chiefs of France was Huns wall, they are reminded that
It was announced these are almost copied from the mild
most flattering.
Rids you of the Excess Acid and Overload and you will fairly feel
that his "official" visit in Paris would est of the regulations imposed on the
the GAS driven out of your body THE BLOAT GOES WITH IT.
last only 48 hours, after which he French nnd Belgians by the Germans.
would settle, down to the serious busiThe German armistice ' delegates
GIVES YOU
STOMACH COMFORT
ness that has tnken him overseas.
asked that they be permitted to mainSold by dmunrints (renerally If your druRRlet can't supply you a bl(r bol of Xatonlfl for
The French socialists are taking tain communication with the provinces
R0c, send ns thlt adv. with your name and address and we will tend it to yon
you can send
us tbe 50c after you get it, Addreta Estonio Remedy Co., 1018 8. Wabasa Ave., Chicago, III.
every advantage of Mr. Wilson's pres
west of the Rhine now being occupied
among
ence in France, and
those who by the allies, but Marshal Foch told
greeted him was a large delegation of them It was necessary to maintain the
Experience may be a wise teacher,
Britain has 2,200 jwonien medical
Kedlciftí
the socialist members of the chamber blockade of Germany fts provided by students.
but she has to hit some pupils several
ANO LA
laThe French general
of deputies.
times before, they'll learn.
the armistice. It appeared likely last
bor federation has caused meetings of week that the armistice would be exWHow's This ?
workmen to be held' throughout the tended.
W offer $100.00 (or any case of catarrh
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always bny Red
that cannot be cured by HALL'S Cross Bas Blue; have beautiful, cleat
country to adopt resolutions offering
-t- aCATARRH MEDICINE.
President Wilson their help "to bring
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is tak-e- n white clothes. Adr.
Director General MeAdoo, express
Blood
about a triumph for his conception of ing, he says, not only his own opinion J on internally and acts through the
the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
The cemeteries are full of people
a people's pence."
Sold by druggists for over forty yean.
but thnt of President Wilson as well,
who
thought they weren't eick
Price 75c. Testimonials free.
It is announced that the president recommends that congress adopt legF. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
enough to call In a doctor.
will visit the devastated parts of Belislation extending the period of govill drnmrlttei Soap 26, Ointment
gium and France and also that he will ernment control of railroads to Janu.tfcimdbO. Talimm 'A. Sample nh
53,333 September re
New
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Keep
of ''Oatbram, Dept. X, fetm."
free
inside
clean
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go to Italy. He has. however, scornary 1, 1924. He snys the prosperity Istered enemy aliens.
a gentle laxative at least once a week, such as
Doctor
fully declined In advance any InvitaPierce's
Pleasant
Pellets.
Adv.
of the nation depends largely on the
tions to visit Germany.
efficiency of railroads ; that to conDo They Stand for Iti
CraBulafed Eyelids.
tinue government
operation under
will fce relieved promptly by Piao'a, Stop
"Does your wife do any of the cookEyes inflamed Jby expo
throat tickle ; relieves irritation. The remedy
m
Unless Italy tones down her course present conditions for 21 months after
sure to an, DBS! and Wind ing?"
"She frequently roasts the tested by more than fifty years of uae is
on the east coast of the Adriatic the peace is declared, the limit set by the
quickly relieved by Inurlne kitchen help."
s
are going to have serious present law, Is Impossible, and thAf
EyeBemedv. NoSmirtina
complaints to lay before the confer- unless congress takes the action recjust Eye Comfort
At
A considerable ommended the roads must be returned Your Drereists or by mail COc per Bottle.
ence of the allies.
It doesn't take a woman nearly as
part of the territory the Italians have to private ownership at the earliest For Cook ol lbs Eye free write
a a long to decid? to buy a hat as It does
Murine Eys Remedy Co Chicago. to decide which one to buy.
occupied there Is claimed by the iiew possible moment.
W. N. V., DENVER, NO.
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Britain and Mr. Wilson
Likely to Agree as to the
"Freedom of Seas."

Acres Free
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ENGLAND'S POSITION STATED
Allies Will Demand That Germany Pay
Their War Bill of $120,000,000,000
Condltlona in Land of Huns
(;.. Still Are Chaotic President Reaches

if"

France.'

.'''if

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

There are indications in the di
patches from Europe that the biggest
problems of the peace conference may
be solved more easily and amicably
than had been feared. The greatest
of these, possibly, is the matter of the
"freedom of the seas." The Germans
and certain others had been hoping
that this rather nebulous question
would be the cause of trouble be
tween America and Great Britain, and
there Is no doubt that the British
have been preparing to contend firmly
that they must not give up the weapon
that really saved the world from the
Huns and that Is so necessary to the
safety of their widespread empire.
Their public. men, from Lloyd George
down, all have said this frankly without waiting for President Wilson to
define publicly just what he means by
the phrase "freedom of the seas."
London now professes .to have assurance that the differences between Mr.
Wilson and the British in this matter
will not be difficult of adjustment.
Sir Frederick E. Smith, attorney
general, expressed succinctly Britain's
attitude when he said: "I am not
sure that Great Britain will not have
to say to the allies at the peace conference: 'We shall be quite satisfied
with such a definition of freedom of
the seas as will enable the British
navy In the unfortunate event of future wars to do exactly what the British navy, aided by the American navy,
has been doing for the last eighteen
months. "

The premier himself, addressing a
meeting at Bristol, said emphatically:
"Wherever the request comes from,
we are not going to give up the protection of the navy, so far as Great
Britain Is concerned." .

It Is to be regretted that some voices
are being raised In England as well as
in America in favor of a "soft peace,"
for fear the German people will be
resentful I On this question Lloyd
George again may be quoted. Reiterating his declaration that Germany
should pay to the utmost limit of her
capacity, he said the war bill of the

allies against the Huns is $120,000,-000,00The whole wealth of Germany, as estimated before the war,
would fall short of this sura by bebillions,
tween twenty and forty-fivllowever, the premier says the allies
propose to exact the entire cost of
the war from Germany, that it can be
exacted in such a way that It will do
no more harm to the country thnt receives It than to the country that pays
It, and that the demands of the allies must come in front of the German
national war debt. A British commission already has reported on Germany's capacity to pay.
Belgium, France and the other victorious nations of Europe, it may be
assumed, are no less determined than
Is Great Britain to compel Germany
to stand the full cost of the fearful
conflict she started. It Is likely France
will occupy the German lands west of
'the Rhine until payment has been
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Spanish Influenza can
be prevented easier than
it can cured.
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trill romp mit of
the war greater in territory than when
she went in. She intends to ask the
restoration of the parts of the provinces of Llmburg and Luxemburg
which went to Germany nnd Holland
by the international treaty of 1839,
and also to ask that the Dutch return
the land which includes the lower
T?a1trl,im nrnhnhlv
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J.W. Beck, manager of the
Roy Garage, has secured a pat
enton a device he has invented
on auto
for fastening
wheels. It takes the place of the
hooks on "Weed" chains and has
them bested every way. It ought
to make Joe a nice piece of mon-
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Before completing your Christ
mas Purchases, come and look
over the "Nifty GiftiesV at the
Fairview Pharmacy;

i a

mud-chai-

To all
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He also has a patent on a
machine which will make
railroad tie in less time than you
are reading this and make it
right and uniform in size from
any kind of timber.
We knew Joe was a genius but
he is still ahead of us.
tie-cutti-

Dr. H.S. Murdoch

Dentist,

Jim Galey and wife drove into
Roy ahead of the snowstormiand
remained several days waiting,--'
for the roads to get better.. They '
were not sorry to stay a few

lili

,

days with friends.

W.H. Baum received word
that his son, Earl who was called to Colorado Springs recently
by illness of his wife, was also'
victim of Flu, He was not seriously ill and Will hopes to be a:
ble to stay here and care for the
stock during Earl's absence.

w

J. W. Beck, manager of the
Roy Garage, went to Springer
Tuesday on a business trip and
to meet the other Stockholders
in the Stubblefield Co. He expected to o cjn to Las Vegas.

Will be in ROY
again,

Feb. 2d, to 8th
at Kitchell Hotel.

If

Few Lscape
There are few indeed who escape
having; at lea.st one cold during; the
winter months, and they are fortunate who have but one and set thru
with it quickly and .without any serious consequences.
Take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and observe the
directions with each boltlc, and yon
arc likely to be one of the fortunate
ones. Tile worth and merit of this
remedy has been fully proven. There
are many' families who have always
used it for years when troubled with
a cough or cold, and with the very best

The Point of View.
Th" 1 flore we behvocn American
nnd French automobile driving I this:
In' America when your tire Mows up
you nay: "(inort heaven! There ifne
our lire!" and In Frunce you say:
"Iloorny! That was only the tire."--.Stand .Stripes.
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oioinarh Trouble
"Kefure I u:;ed Chamberlain's Tablets 1 doctored a great deal for .stomach trouble and felt nervous and tired
all the time. These tablets helped me
from the first, and inside of a week's
Mm,. I had improved in every way,"
iiim.w
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world ever knew is almost here. But
in the rejoicings of peace and freedom
there is one note of seriousness that
America must not forget there is
misery and distress and sickness all
oyer the world. Relief must be given.
The work of the Red Cross MUST e:o on.
And to carry on, the Ked vross MUisi
have the support of your membership.

Cross
10m the Red
jj - üllyou nsed is ó heart dnd& dolldr

F.C. Cory, of Mosquera,, is a
new addition to our list of readers in that thriving community.
We haven't met Mr. Cory as yet
but anticipate that pleasure some
day. Anyway he knows a news- -'
paper when he sees it and carne
to us, as they all do without soliciting.

Wear you r
Button

Will you be

wean-

ing your membership button whea

the boyt com

borne?

Joül

,

Mo.

farm of 320
müc casi of Hoy N.
best improved farms
whore, all fenced and

acre?, one

My

M. one of

found any
cross fenced. 130 arrers under cultivation
50 acres in wheat, Oood Barn for
lots of stock and feed.
house; cellor anci
Ood
cistern, tine' .well, wind mill,
two large. stock tanks, granary
My health is not
for l"00 lui.
food enough to carry the work.
SECTION 'FARM FOR SALE:
Half section farm land,

your Rejoicing in making useful presents to your
Wives, Husbands, Daughters, Sons, Svveethearts and
And DONT FORGET the CHILDREN- !
Friends;
Bring f hem to see our TOYLAND WINDOW! ! To
SHOP EARLY
get the choicest selections
We have a Complete line of--- Joys, Fancy Goods, Cut Glass,l Silver-- .
Do

FARM FOR SALE

Half

utíciian in crrasis. Oood imnrove- mentis, all fenced, 140 acres of

wheat planted and looking Tine.
Four miles from town.
Host of reasons for selüii'.
Office
Inquire at

ware, Fancy
Handkerchiefs.

Dishes
HándintédStationery
ádBooks.
Fancy

We will also sell 10,0001bs. pi CABBAGE at 3
Cents per Pound by the Sacfe, If you want some fine
:
Cabbage tome Ijuick; ;
'

KODAK 'FINISHING

will develop
and print . your Kodak roll
films at lOcts. per roll for!
developing and 3cts. perj
print lor printing, i.eave
your work at (ho S-- office
or Variety Machine Works
Rual Wade I'hotographer
-

I
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J
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Fee-I-n

the RED CROSS
CHRISTMAS DRIVE, received here Sil

Membership

Floerslieim
Mercantil

ill)

The narrow lane along the
south side of the Roy Cemetery
had worn so deei that it was impassable of late.' Mrs. Matilda
Roy has had her fence moved
back 30 feet making it a road of
standard width, a concession to
tlfe traveling public which ail
will appreciate.

E.F. Henry,, the concrete artist, and. wife left Thursday for
Sprintr where his next' work
will be. He finished the house on
the farm east of town which Mr.
Chambers recently bought from
Mrs. F.A. Roy.
Mr. Chambers has opened up his

fence and invited the travelling
public to drive through his field
fast the. Browning mud hole until the roads' gets passable. An
act worthy of ,more: than com'
mendation;; ,V

g

1

S--

Notice:-

;

The happiest, merriest Christmas the

,

T.

A report of the N. M. Public
Health Association, of an investigation of the matter of keeping
records of births and deaths an
well as 'other records having, to
do with the welfare of the people
shows that a majority of the
counties have no records whatever and the best of them, have
practically none. Mora County is.
rsted as one having the best re
ce ras
i snows an esumacea
" 1ÍI.0C0. S3 births.
population
recorded the pa3t var . ut of a
probable 350 to 4(K One ..eath
is recorded while there have un- doubtedly been rnore than 400.
This is but another proof that
we need civilizing.

Malte this a Red Cross Christmas

results.

Ati-- j

.

Jake Rodriguez calls our attention to the statement made in the
.,
recently that he was discharged from the army as tuberV
cular.
He says his discharge was
S.-A-

Kh

fLC

for kidney trouble and an operation will restore him to health.
We are glad to make the correction. Correspondence
from the
Red Cross Home Service indicat-

ed the error.

-

